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Abstract
Antimicrobial/thermochromic dual-functional coatings were successfully synthesized via
UV-curing. The quaternary ammonium compound (QAC) N,N-dimethyl-N-{2-[(2methylprop-2-enoyl)oxy]ethyl}undecane-1-aminium bromide (dMEMUABr) was
synthesized and copolymerized with methyl methacrylate (MMA) for antimicrobial
properties. Vanadium oxide (VO2) nanoparticles were evenly dispersed within the coating,
providing thermochromic properties. The dual-functional coating showed high luminous
transmittance (Tlum(25°C) =36.1 %) and solar energy modulation (∆Tsol=5.8 %). 90.3 % of
bacteria reduction was observed against Escherichia coli within 24 h contact. To further
understand the sequence distribution of the copolymer poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr), the
reactivity ratios of MMA and dMEMUABr monomer were studied and compared under
thermal and UV initiation copolymerization. In the non-polar solvent chloroform-d, the
reactivity ratio of MMA (rMMA=0.06-0.46) was found lower than that of dMEMUABr
(rdMEMUABr=6.64-11.51) under thermal copolymerization, which was found consistent for
reactivity ratios under UV copolymerization (rMMA=0.73-0.76, rdMEMUABr=4.42-4.48).
However, in the polar solvent DMSO-d6, it showed the opposite tendency (rMMA=1.65-1.73,
rdMEMUABr=0.24-0.32) attributed to solvent-dMEMUABr monomer interactions.

Keywords
Dual-functional coating, antimicrobial, thermochromic, UV curing, reactivity ratio,
UV/thermal initiated copolymerization, in-situ NMR, solvent polarity.
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Summary for lay audience
Smart window coatings are considered promising for reducing air conditioning loads to save
energy, as they can intelligently regulate the solar radiation and heat transmitted through the
window. A further challenge with smart windows is their tendency to foul, as bacteria
accumulate on their surfaces. These factors raise health concerns while increasing cleaning
costs. This thesis examined synthesizing dual functional coatings, which can both regulate
light and heat flow while being antimicrobial. Vanadium dioxide (VO2) nanoparticles were
used as the light/heat regulating agents (i.e. thermochromic), which can block undesired
infrared light when temperature exceeds its critical temperature (~68 °C). The results showed
that the synthesized VO2 nanoparticles were evenly dispersed within the polymer coating,
which exhibited thermochromic behavior. The antimicrobial agent, quaternary ammonium
compound (QAC) named N,N-dimethyl-N-{2-[(2-methylprop-2-enoyl)oxy]ethyl}undecane1-aminium bromide (dMEMUABr) was polymerized with methyl methacrylate (MMA)
through UV curing using the photo initiator 2-hydroxyl-2-methylpropiophenzssone (HMP).
These dual-functional antimicrobial/thermochromic coatings were found to reversibly tune
the transmittance of infrared solar radiation to cut the energy consumption, while
simultaneously killing attached bacteria to reduce fouling and the resulting pathogenic risk.
To further investigate the copolymerization of dMEMUABr and MMA for coating film
preparation, the reactivity ratios of these two monomers were measured. The reactivity ratio
values of dMEMUABr and MMA can predict the sequence structure of copolymer chains,
which determine the ultimate chemical and physical properties of the copolymer. Therefore,
understanding the reactivity ratios is essential for designing and tailoring the copolymer
structures for various applications. The reactivity ratios of MMA and dMEMUABr were
investigated and compared under thermal and UV initiated copolymerization respectively.
The added thermal initiator or photo initiator both produce free radicals to initiate the
copolymerization. Two solvents of varying polarity were compared towards reactivity ratios
using the polar solvent DMSO-d6 and non-polar solvent chloroform-d. An in-situ NMR
technique and conventional low-conversion technique were compared for obtaining data for
reactivity ratio calculations. In-situ NMR allows simultaneously monitoring the real-time
concentration data for each monomer, providing an efficient, reliable and simple technique
iii

for measuring reactivity ratios. This study provided important clues for tailoring the
copolymer structure, poly (MMA-co-dMEMUABr), for various applications.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

1.1 Background & Motivation
The increase in global population and rapid modernization in developing countries is
leading to tremendous increases in worldwide energy consumption. Negative
environmental effects are raising concerns about global warming, energy supply
challenges and resource exhaustion, requiring urgent energy saving and alternative
renewable technologies. 1-3 Energy used for buildings accounts for up to 40 % of energy
requirements in developed countries. Of this energy requirement, over 60 % is used for
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) needs.4 Cutting the usage frequency of
space conditioning is key to save energy in buildings, and would help to drastically lower
our carbon footprint. As windows are considered the least energy efficient place in a
room, an effective way to address the goal is towards developing smart windows using
thermochromic properties, which can control the solar radiation and reduce undesired
heat loss/gain, without any input of energy.5, 6
An additional consideration towards smart windows is the challenge of window fouling
by micro-organisms. Living organisms such as viruses, bacteria and parasites easily grow
on the surface of coatings and windows, which may cause a diversity of health issues for
humans. For example, it is reported that approximately 470 Canadians are infected with
E.coli bacteria every year.7 The infection causes illness and even death. To reduce the
risk of pathogens and the loss of optical and thermal efficiency due to fouling, selfcleaning smart windows are highly desired. The ability to integrate both properties into
next generation windows is of considerable interest and the goal of this thesis.

1.2 Thesis objective & structure
In this work, the first target is to synthesize a dual-functional coating, examining both
antimicrobial and thermochromic properties of the coating. (Chapter 3) Quaternary
ammonium compounds (QACs) were chosen as the antimicrobial agent to copolymerize
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with methyl methacrylate (MMA) via UV curing for coating film preparation. QACs
have the advantage of low toxicity, low cost and excellent environmental stability,
compared to other antibiotics. They kill bacteria upon contact without releasing any toxic
material. For thermochromic performance, vanadium oxide (VO2) particles have been
widely used for smart window application. When the temperature reaches a transition
temperature of approximately 68 °C, VO2 can reduce transmittance in the infrared light
region and have a negligible influence on the visible light spectrum through its first order
metal-to-semiconductor phase transition (MIT). The purity of synthesized VO2 particles
and QAC named N,N-dimethyl-N-{2-[(2-methylprop-2-enoyl)oxy]ethyl}undecane-1aminium bromide (dMEMUABr) were well characterized and the performance of dualfunctional coatings was evaluated.
The second target of this thesis is to further investigate the copolymerization mechanism
of dMEMUABr and MMA. (Chapter 4) The reactivity ratios are determined for
predicting the sequence distribution of the copolymer poly (MMA-co-dMEMUABr),
which also provides important information for designing and tailoring copolymers for
different applications or optimization. The copolymerization was carried out under both
thermal initiation and UV initiation respectively. Solvents with different polarities were
used for investigation. The composition data of the feed and copolymer was achieved
using in-situ NMR and the conventional low-conversion technique. Non-linear least
squares (NLLS) and linear least squares (LLS) calculation methods were applied for
determining the reactivity ratios. The obtained reactivity ratios for MMA and
dMEMUABr using polar/non-polar solvent and under thermal/UV initiated
copolymerization were compared and discussed.
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Chapter 2

2

Literature Review
2.1 Thermochromic vanadium oxide VO2(M) nanoparticle

2.1.1 Smart window
Smart windows can regulate the transmittance of infrared light to prevent heat from
passing through them.8 This means that heat can be conserved inside the room in winter,
and blocked outside in summer. In this case, the usage frequency of heating and cooling
can be significantly decreased.
Current smart windows can be categorized into three main kinds: electrochromic,
photochromic and thermochromic windows. 9 Electrochromic devices are usually
produced as five-layer sandwich structures placed between two pieces of glass, which
consist of two layers of transparent conductor, two electrochromic films (one of them is
also called ion storage film) and one layer of electrolyte. The electrolyte is a mixture of
conductor, conduct ions and electrons. When a voltage is applied, ions move between the
electrochromic film and ion storage film layers, blocking the solar irradiation.10 Our new
engineering building in Western University, three C+, also utilizes this kind of energy
saving smart window, which tints automatically and offers an unobstructed view.
Tungsten trioxide is currently the most widely used electrochromic material for
electrolyte.11 On the other hand, photochromic windows can change their color to darker
or lighter to attenuate the irradiation when they are exposed to light. These are considered
to be derived from the combination of a dye-sensitized solar cell and an electrochromic
device. The electrochromic reaction is driven by UV light for photochromic behavior.12
Therefore, different UV intensities have an obvious influence on the color and
performance of the widow depending on the weather, which is considered as one of the
main disadvantages of photochromic windows. Compared to electrochromic and
photochromic smart windows, thermochromic windows regulate the solar light
responding to the surrounding temperature, which do not need any external switching
device, power supply or UV light. These characteristics make the system simpler, selfadjustable and lower cost.
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Figure 2.1：Schematic of electrochromic, thermochromic and photochromic smart
windows working mechansim.9

2.1.2 Vanadium oxide VO2(M)
The main functional material exhibiting the thermochromic property is vanadium oxide
(VO2). It has been studied for decades for smart window application, with its
thermochromic property first discovered by Morin in the 1950s.13 Although there are
some other thermal-responsive materials, for example, hydrogels, ionic liquids,
metamaterials, perovskites and liquid crystals,9 VO2 is studied the most intensively and
the synthesis parameters can generally be well controlled. VO2 works by blocking the
infrared light without any other extra energy input, compared to other thermochromic
materials.14 VO2 in the monoclinic phase and rutile phase are the most promising
materials for energy-efficient coatings application. When the temperature exceeds its
critical temperature (~68 °C), VO2 (M) undergoes a first order metal-to-semiconductor
phase transition (MIT) to the rutile phase. This phase transition reduces transmittance in
the infrared light region and has a negligible influence on the visible light spectrum. The
VO2 phase transition between monoclinic (IR transparent) and rutile (IR reflective) is
reversible, and the ability to regulate the solar heat flux makes VO2 (M) ideal for
thermochromic smart window application.
Vanadium (Vn+) has different valence states from V2+ to V5+ , which makes nearly 20
stable phases of vanadium oxide.15 These non-stoichiometric vanadium oxide can be
divided into two types. The first type exists between V2O5 and VO2 with a general formula
VnO2n+1, including V6O13, V3O7 and so on. The other type is called a Magnéli-type with
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general formula VnO2n-1, including V4O7, V5O9,V6O11, V7O13 and V8O15.16 The VnO2n+1 group
has less numbers than that of Magnéli-type. In addition, besides the monoclinic and rutile
phases, VO2 has multiple polymorphic forms: tetragonal VO2(A), monoclinic VO2(B),
VO2(D), monoclinic rutile-type VO2(M), tetragonal rutile-type VO2(R), VO2(P).17
However, among all different morphologies, VO2(M) is the only one exhibiting full
reversible first-order MIT, close to room temperature.18

2.1.3 Crystal and electronic structure
In VO2(R), all V atoms are in parallel linear chains with equal spacing along the
crystallographic c axis.19 In each VO6 octahedra, the V atom is located at the center of a
body-centered cubic.20 Four oxygen atoms are closer to the centered vanadium atom with
a V-O distance of 1.92 Å and other two oxygen atoms have a V-O distance of 1.93 Å.
Through the MIT, when vanadium oxide transfers from the metallic R to insulating M
phase, the cubic stretches along the V-V direction which leads to the pairing and tilting of
the VO6 octahedra and the relocation of vanadium atoms.21 The V-V distance changes
from 2.85 Å in VO2(R) to 3.12 Å and 2.65 Å in VO2(M). One VO2 (M) unit cell contains
12 atoms which doubles the number in one VO2(R) unit cell.14 The schematic of the
crystal structures of VO2(M) and VO2( R) is shown in Figure 2.2 (a), (b).
In 1971, Goodenough first described the molecular orbital picture, based on crystal field
theory.22 As shown in Figure 2.2 (c), (d), in VO2(R), a narrow π* anti-bond and a dⅡ
nonbond partially overlap with each other and the level of density states EF is located at
the overlapped area of π* and dⅡ orbitals. After the MIT phase transition, the tilting of the
octahedra and the dimerization of the vanadium ions elevate the π* bond to higher
energies and separate the dⅡ bond to one filled dⅡ bonding and one empty anti-bonding
component.23, 14 The change of the band gap between dⅡ and π* results in the insulating
phase of VO2(M). The driven force of the MIT includes electron-correlation-driven Mott
transition, structure-driven Peierls transition and the combination of these two
transitions.24
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(b)

(a)

VO2(R)

VO2(M)
(d)

(c)

Figure 2.2: Schematic of crystal structure of (a) high-temperature metallic and (b)
the low-temperature insulating VO2. And the electronic band structure of (c)rutile
VO2 and (d) monoclinic VO2. 19

2.1.4 Effect of elemental dopants
In the practical application of VO2 for smart windows, there are three main challenges:
low luminous transmittance (Tlum), unexpected solar-energy modulation efficiency (∆Tsol)
and a high transition temperature (Tc).25 The transition temperature of bulk VO2
nanoparticles is around 68 °C, which is too high to be used for window coatings. Doping
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with high valence metal cations is an efficient way to reduce Tc, for example, W26, Nb27,
Mo28, 29 and so on. It was reported that doping with the metal element Nb can decrease
the Tc by 7.8 °C per at %, and Mo can decrease Tc by 11 °C per at %.29, 30 Among these,
tungsten W6+ is considered the most effective doping element, which can reduce Tc by
20-26 °C per at %.31 On the contrary, doping with low valence cations increases the
transition temperature, for example, Ti32, Ga33, Cr34.
The mechanism of decreasing the Tc by doping is based on electronic-driven Mott phase
transition and structure-driven Peierls transitions. During the MIT, VO2 experiences a
continuous structural phase transition and the dopant acts as a donor or acceptor,
producing electrons or holes to the electronic structure of VO2. According to the Mott
phase transition, the carrier concentration is then increased, and the energy barrier is
reduced. Therefore, phase transition is easier to happen with less energy needed and the
Tc decreases.35 At the same time, the induced dopant causes the expansion and distortion
of the VO2 crystal structure, especially along the V-V bond. As the main crystal structure
difference of VO2(M) and VO2(R) is the distance of V-V bond, the distortion makes the
change easier, which reduces the Tc.36 The increase in carrier concentration and structure
distortion usually happen at the same time.14 The dopant either is located at the interstitial
sites or replaces a V or O lattice site.

2.1.5 Different VO2 synthesis methods
Several methods have been developed for synthesizing VO2. These methods can be
categorized into two main types: gas-based and solution-based process. The gas-based
deposition includes chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and physical vapor deposition
(PVD). The solution-based process contains sol-gel method, hydrothermal method,
electrochemical method, and polymer-assisted deposition. Different synthesis precursors
and processes result in various VO2 morphologies, structures and optical properties.
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Gas-based deposition
The chemical vapor deposition (CVD) approach was first discovered for producing VO2
film in 1967.37 The two most frequently used methods are atmospheric chemical vapor
deposition (APCVD) and aerosol assisted chemical vapor deposition (AACVD).33 In the
basic route of CVD process, liquid or solid precursors are heated and become gas phase
by evaporation. The generated active gas reactants direct to the reaction chamber, where
the gas reactants experience reactions at gas-solid interface and grow on the surface of
the substrate to form a thin film.38 Therefore, the CVD process is driven by a
concentration gradient and includes internal molecular collisions.
A relatively recent CVD method for VO2 film preparation uses an electric field assisted
chemical vapor deposition.39 Vanadyl aceylacetanoate was dissolved in ethanol and used
as the precursor, which was then processed using a cold walled quartz tube CVD reactor.
Electrodes within the reactor were coated with a transparent fluorine doped tin oxide
allowing the electric field to cover the entire reaction chamber. It was shown that the
applied electric field can affect the VO2 crystallite orientation, microstructure and optical
property.40 By applying the electric field assisted chemical vapor deposition method, VO2
was formed with reduced crystal size, increased surface area and enhanced wetting
characteristics.
The physical vapor deposition (PVD) approach is similar to the CVD, which also consists
of four main steps, which are evaporation, transportation, reaction and deposition. The
difference is the target raw materials, which are activated as solid state, instead of the gas
state as in the CVD process.41 The solid precursor metals are bombarded by a high energy
source, for example, a beam of electrons or ions and release its atoms. The atoms then
direct to the reaction chamber, where the coating substrate is put. The atoms either react
with other gas-phase reactants or directly coated on the substrate surface to form a film.
Although CVD and PVD process can produce high quality VO2 films, they require
expensive equipment and complex operation. Also, for synthesizing a dual-functional
coating, VO2 is expected as fine solid particle instead of directly forming a film, which
can be mixed into the copolymer. In addition, a solution-based process has the advantage
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of cost-effectiveness and high-yield. Therefore, a solution-based synthesis method was of
interest for this project.
Solution-based process
The sol-gel method has been intensively studied for VO2 synthesis since it was first used
in 1983.42 It is one of the most common ways to synthesize VO2 currently, as it can
provide good control on the chemical composition, even in small quantities. Generally,
an oxide network is formed by hydrolysis and polycondensation of chemical precursors
in the liquid medium. Because of the self-assembly between precursor molecules,
hydrogen bonds and Van de Waals interaction have obvious influence on the network
growth.43 In the sol-gel process, chemical precursor is first dissolved in solvent to
produce a homogenous sol. The most common used precursor for VO2 production is
tetravalent alkoxide. Through condensation, the sol changes to a gel and the gel will be
annealed at high temperature to get VO2 crystal.44
Hydrothermal method is sensitive to the synthesis parameters, compared to sol-gel
method. Therefore, the size, morphology and structure can be tuned by adjusting the
synthesis time, temperature, concentration, pH value, pressure and so on. It has been
investigated that different VO2 morphologies depend on the solution pH value.45, 46 VO2
phase experiences a sequence transition of VO2(B)-VO2(A)-VO2(R/M) with pressure
increase.47 Vanadium pentoxide(V2O5)48 and vanadyl sulfate (VOSO4)49 are the most
common precursors used for the hydrothermal method. Reduce agents, such as oxalic
acid (C2H2O4)50 and hydrazine hydrate (N2H4.H2O)51, are usually chosen for reducing V5+
to V4+. Besides those, Alivio et al. used 2-propanol (C3H8O) and acetone ((CH3)2CO) as
the reducing agent and synthesized VO2 nanobeam with dimension of 210 ± 70 nm x 4.0
± 3.0 μm and 180 ± 70 nm x 1.6 ± 0.9 μm respectively.48 Liang et al. proposed a new
reductant, tartaric acid (C4H6O6), for preparing W-doped VO2(M) nanorods.18 VO2
synthesized with tartaric acid experienced two step phase evolution of VO2(B) VO2(R/M) instead of the traditional three steps, which makes higher yield and more
suitable for large scale production.
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Alie et al. successfully synthesized VO2 using an inexpensive and scalable hydrothermal
technology, with V2O5 and oxalic acid as precursors.1 The reactants were continuously
stirred to become a blue solution and placed in a Teflon-lined autoclave for 24 h. The
effect of precursors’ molar ratio, synthesis temperature and concentration were carefully
studied. After hydrothermal treatment, the blue-black powder was collected, washed and
dried under vacuum. This is a general synthesis process for hydrothermal method. It was
found that high purity VO2(M) started to be produced, when the molar ratio of oxalic acid
to V2O5 was greater than 3:1. The excess oxalic acid not only ensures the fully
conversion of V5+ to V4+, but also adjusts the pH value of the mixture, which affects the
resulting phase and morphology formation.52 The synthesized VO2 using a molar ratio of
2:1 gave nanorod morphology, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a). When the ratio of oxalic acid
to V2O5 was increased to 3:1, both star and unique hollow sphere morphology were
achieved, shown in Figure 2.3 (b) and (c). In addition, VO2(B) was observed at low
synthesis temperature. With the hydrothermal temperature exceeded 260 °C, VO2(B)
fully transferred to VO2(M).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: SEM of VO2 with (a) nanorod morphology using molar ratio of
2:1, (b) star and (c) hollow sphere morphology with molar ratio of 3:1.1
To improve the stability in oxygen and water, a VO2/Al-O core shell structure was
proposed.53 The Al-O-based shell kept VO2 stable at high temperature (350 °C) in air, as
well as in H2O2 solution. The functional time of its thermochromic property was also 6
times longer than normal hydrothermally synthesized VO2. Similarly, Li et al. reported a
VO2@TiO2 core-shell structure, which utilized TiO2 overcoating to improve the luminous
transmittance as well as enhance VO2 stability against oxygen.8
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Other solution-based processes includes polymer-assisted deposition (PAD) introduced
by Gao’s group, where V2O5 and hydrazinium chloride (N2H4.HCl) were used as
precursors for preparing VOCl2.54 Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was added during the
synthesis, which not only promoted film formation but also improved the purity of M/R
phase VO2. In addition, Tsuchiya’s group successfully synthesized epitaxial VO2 film on
TiO2 (001) substrates via photo-assisted chemical solution deposition.55
In summary, high quality VO2 nanoparticles can be achieved by carefully adjusting
hydrothermal synthesis parameters. Compared to other solution-based methods, one-step
hydrothermal method offers a simpler and more cost-effective way to get VO2 in solid
powder form, which can easily be further treated. Therefore, hydrothermal method was
used in my project for synthesizing thermochromic VO2.

2.1.6 Thermochromic property
Thermochromic ability is the most important property of VO2, which results in the energy
conservation efficiency of smart windows. Two parameters that can reflect
thermochromic performance are luminous transmittance (Tlum) and solar energy
modulation ability (∆Tsol). Tlum (380 nm-780 nm) and Tsol (250 nm-2500 nm) can be
calculated from the following equation:
Tsol/lum = ∫ ϕsol/lum (𝜆)𝑇(𝜆)𝑑𝜆/ ∫ 𝜙sol/lum (𝜆)𝑑𝜆
ϕsol represents the solar irradiation spectrum for air mass 1.5, which corresponds to the
sun standing 37 ° above horizon.56 ϕlum represents the function of standard luminous
efficiency for human vision. 𝑇(𝜆) is the transmittance within the specified wavelength
range. ∆Tsol is defined by the different of Tsol at low and high temperature.
∆Tsol = Tsol (T < Tc) − Tsol (T > Tc)
High Tlum and high ∆Tsol value are expected for excellent performance of thermochromic
smart window. However, the increase of ∆Tsol is usually at the cost of lower Tlum.
Therefore, many researchers now focus on the solutions to overcome the challenge,
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which can be categorized to: preparing VO2 film in microstructure, integrating VO2 in
nanocomposite and optimizing the optical thin film.14

2.2 Antimicrobial agents
2.2.1 Multifunctional energy-efficient smart window with selfcleaning property
Due to the humidity in the air and moisture from rain and dew, bacteria or pollutants are
easy to grow on windows, which raises health concerns and causes high cleaning costs.
To solve the problem, many researches have examined producing multifunctional smart
windows, for example performing both thermochromic and self-cleaning property.
TiO2 has been studied for the preparation of multifunctional energy efficient window, due
to its excellent photocatalytic degradation of bacteria. Powell et al proposed a layered
VO2/SiO2/TiO2 thin film using atmospheric-pressure chemical vapor deposition.57 The
film exhibited significant solar modulation ability as well as self-cleaning property, after
TiO2 illuminated by UV light. The self-cleaning property was tested against organic
pollutant stearic acid. SiO2 layer prevented the Ti4+ ion diffusing into VO2 layer and
improved the optical property of VO2 layer. Zheng et al. synthesized a
TiO2(R)/VO2/TiO2(A) multilayer, where TiO2 was directly deposited on VO2 film
without a barrier layer.58 The bottom TiO2 helped the formation of VO2 layer and acted as
an antireflection layer, while the top TiO2 layer performed photo-catalytical property.
Besides TiO2, ZnO has also been studied for preparing multifunctional smart window.
Jin’s group prepared a VO2@ZnO core-shell structure, which not only elevated the
thermochromic property, but also improved VO2 environmental durability.59
Many antimicrobial agents can be considered for preparing multifunctional energyefficient coating with self-cleaning property. In this review section, various antimicrobial
agents that are currently widely used are discussed and their mechanisms of killing
contaminants are studied. The advantages and disadvantages of each agents are
compared. The reasons for choosing quaternary ammonium compounds (QACs) for
synthesizing dual-functional coating are illustrated as well.
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2.2.2 Common antimicrobial agents and their mechanisms
Many materials have been used for antimicrobial agents, such as metal and metal oxide
nanoparticles, antibiotics, antimicrobial polymers and halogens.60, 61 When these
antimicrobial agents are integrated in coating, antimicrobial surface is developed, which
decreases bacteria livability based on contact killing, preventing bacteria attachment to
the surface or leaching antimicrobial substance.62 Two main types, antimicrobial
nanoparticles and antimicrobial polymers, will be reviewed and discussed.
Antimicrobial nanoparticles
Metal nanoparticles have been studied for decades for antimicrobial purpose.
Nanomaterials such as titanium, silver, zinc, copper and gold have already been widely
used in food packaging, dental or medical fields. They exhibit significant antimicrobial
ability on Gram-positive, Gram-negative bacteria, mycobacteria and fungi. 63 Different
morphologies, sizes and other physicochemical characteristics influence the antimicrobial
performance. 64, 65
Titanium dioxide is one of the most common antimicrobial nanoparticles, which has been
studied for years, due to its photocatalytic property under UV activation. The mechanism
includes several steps. TiO2 generates electron-hole pair after exposed to UV light. The
produced hole reacts with H2O or OH- and generates active hydroxyl radical. At the same
time, electrons react with oxygen vacancies and produce superoxide ions. These reactive
oxygen species (ROS) oxidize organic compounds, destroy the cell wall and cytoplasmic
membrane, which leads to the bacteria death.66 As the antimicrobial activity of TiO2 is
related with its photocatalytic property, many methods have been proposed to improve
the photocatalytic efficiency. Dawson et al. proposed a semiconductor/metal composite
by reducing HAuCl4 on TiO2 nanoparticle, which improved 40 % oxidation efficiency by
tailoring particle size and surface of TiO2.67 Similarly, Zhao’s group successfully
synthesized phosphate mesoporous titanium dioxide using phosphoric acid.68 The
reduced phosphorus improved stability of TiO2 framework and increased the surface area,
which greatly enhanced TiO2 photocatalytic efficiency.
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Figure 2.4: Mechanism of TiO2 photocatalysis. 69
Silver nanoparticles are now widely used in plastic, biomedical, pharmaceutical, food
processing and coating-based materials. It has been reported that silver has excellent
antimicrobial performance against many foodborne bacteria, such as E. coli, S. aureus
and P. aeruginosa. 70 Silver NPs produces gaps and pits in the membrane of bacteria cell
walls and the silver ions interact with enzymes inside the bacteria, which destroys the
metabolic system and leads to the bacteria death.71, 72 Silver nanoparticle has been proved
having higher antibacterial ability than its ionic form.73 Pal et al. studied the effect of
different silver nanoparticle shapes on antimicrobial performance against Gram-negative
bacteria E.coli. 74 It was found that the truncated triangular silver nanoparticle showed the
most significant antimicrobial action among rod-shape and sphere-shape, due to its larger
atom density surface.
Zinc oxide nanoparticles are considered as safe for contacting human skin. Therefore, it
was usually used for food application or products for human body. Accurate
antimicrobial mechanism for zinc oxide hasn’t been completely explained. Proposed
reasons for killing bacteria include the generation of hydrogen peroxide, the
accumulation of particles on bacteria surface, ROS generation and zinc oxide release. It
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has been reported that the antimicrobial efficiency of zinc oxide nanoparticles was
improved when decreasing particle size and increasing the powder concentration. 75
What’s more, ZnO nanoparticle also shows excellent photocatalysis and generates ROS
after exposed to UV light, which improves its antimicrobial ability.76
Antimicrobial Polymers
Although antimicrobial metal/metal oxide nanoparticles have been widely used in many
fields, respiratory and neurological damage, toxic effect on human health and circulatory
issues of these nanoparticles raise safety concern.77 Additionally, when antimicrobial
nanoparticles are integrated into a polymer film, such as PMMA, most particles are
immersed inside. As only particles on the surface of the film can contact bacteria and
perform antibacterial property, the utilization is low in this case. What’s more, the
antimicrobial property of some nanoparticles needs to be activated by light within a
certain wavelength range, which complicates the process and increases the operation cost.
Therefore, antimicrobial polymers offer a better choice, because of their significant
antimicrobial performance, minimized environmental pollution, less toxicity and longer
lifetime.78 Antimicrobial polymers structure can be controlled by different functional
groups or comonomers using a copolymerization process. Three main types of
antimicrobial polymers are discussed below.
Natural antimicrobial polymers include chitosan and poly-ε-lysine. Chitosan was first
found by Rouget in 1859. Since then, it is widely used in the biomedical field. The
interaction between Chitosan and bacteria, such as chelating effect, electrostatic
interaction and hydrophobic influence, leads to the bacteria death. The dominant
mechanism of Chitosan’s antimicrobial activity depends on the pH value.79 Poly-ε-lysine
usually applied in food storage, disinfection, drug, gene delivery and so on.80 It attracts
bacteria through electrostatic adsorption and strips the outer membrane of bacteria. That
leads to the physiological destroy and finally the death of the cell.81
Antimicrobial polymers containing halogen contain one or more halogen covalent bonds
in the polymer. This kind of polymer is widely used in water disinfection, health care or
painting. When the halogen polymers contact with bacteria, the reactive free halogens
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transfer to the targeted site of protein receptor and result in the disfunction of bacteria.82
The most common used halogen is chloride, however other halogens such as iodine and
bromide have also been studied.78
Antimicrobial polymers containing nitrogen contains quaternary ammonium compounds,
nitrogen containing polymer with ring structure, polyethyleneimine, polyguanidines and
polymeric ionic liquid. The linear-structured quaternary ammonium compounds (QACs)
has a general formula of N+R1R2R3R4X-, where X means an anion and R can represent a
hydrogen, an alkyl group or other functional group taking place of alkyl group. The
quaternary pyridinium is similar with QACs, which contains a heterocyclic ring with
nitrogen atom. Although it shows obvious antimicrobial performance on both bacteria
and yeast, toxicity of this compound raises health concern for human.83 The mechanism
of Polyethyleneimine’s (PEI) antimicrobial activity is based on rupture of the cell
membrane. However, positive charge density and hydrophobicity requirement for
exhibiting antimicrobial property restricts its application.84
Among various antimicrobial polymers, QACs stand out due to their excellent
antimicrobial efficiency, good environmental stability, low toxicity and corrosive and
long life-time.85, 86 Unlike halogen compounds gradually releasing active halogen species
to the surrounding, it was found that QACs kill bacteria upon contact, without releasing
toxic antimicrobial agents to the environment.87, 88 As the agents are not released, it can
retain its antimicrobial effect after several times usages, which results in longer
lifetimes.89 Besides, the structure of QACs can be easily modified and controlled by
using different synthesis precursors. Therefore, QACs were chosen as antimicrobial agent
for synthesizing dual-functional thermochromic/antimicrobial coating.

2.2.3 Quaternary Ammonium compounds (QACs)
QACs attract bacteria through ionic and hydrophobic interaction.The hydrophobic tail of
QACs inserts into the lipid bilayer, which leads to the membrane rearrangement,
denaturation of protein and enzyme and intercellular substances leakage.90 The gramnegative bacteria has been proved to be more resistant to the antimicrobial ability of
QACs. The cell wall of gram-positive bacteria is mainly composed of peptidoglycan,
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which allows QACs easily to travel through. However, the two-membrane structure of
gram-negative bacteria provides an additional protection. What’s more, the twomembrane structure of gram-negative bacteria have efflux pumps to clear the lipophilic
agent transferring through the periplasm. However, gram-positive bacteria do not have
the ability of migratory capture of exogenous molecules, as the pump terminals are
between the external environment and its internal cell.91 Xu et al. investigated the effect
of the length of methyl groups in QACs on antimicrobial property against E. coli bacteria.
It was discovered that short length of methyl groups was not long enough to insert into
the lipid bilayer, which led to no antibacterial efficiency.92 On the other hand, Melo et al.
synthesized hybrid PMMA coating with three different QACs: dioctadecyldimethyl
ammonium bromide (DODAB), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), and
tetrapropylammonium bromide (TPAB). Antimicrobial performance of these three QACs
was studied, and it showed that a very long methyl group was too flexible to be able to
infiltrate the cell membrane.62 Previous research showed that QACs with 8-18 carbon
exhibited excellent antimicrobial property. Among them, QACs with alkyl length of 1214 have better antimicrobial ability against Gram-positive bacterial, while QACs with
alkyl length of 14-16 show better antimicrobial performance against Gram-negative
bacteria. 93 Zhao et al successfully synthesized a new QAC with a long perfluoroalkyl
group tail61. The new QAC was covalently bonded into an acrylic coating through UV
curing. Its antimicrobial ability was compared to that of QAC with long hydrocarbon tail.
It was found that QACs with perfluoroalkyl tail exhibited superior antimicrobial ability
against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, due to its greater cationic charge
density and lower surface energy. That made QACs enriched at the coating surface and
increased the biocidal efficiency.
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Figure 2.5: Mechanism of antimicrobial activity of QACs. 94

Various methods have been investigated for grafting QACs to surfaces of materials, for
example, hydrophobic interactions, sonication, electrostatic interaction, covalent linking
as well as metal-coordination chemistry. Among them, covalent linkage is considered as
the most effective and reliable method, as QACs are chemically bonded and not able to
escape to the environment.95 This ensures the contact killing principle of QACs, without
leaching toxic biocide agents to the surrounding environment. Recently, Zhang et al.
grafted QAC 2-dimethyl-2-hexadecayl-1-methyacryloxyethyl ammonium bromide
(DEHMA) on polyester with acrylic acid using electron-beam irradiation.96 Ag
nanoparticles were induced by deposited on the site of carboxyl groups in acrylic acid.
The results showed improved antimicrobial efficiency.
In brief, for preparing dual-functional coating, VO2 (M) nanoparticles and a synthesized
QAC named N,N-dimethyl-N-{2-[(2-methylprop-2-enoyl)oxy]ethyl}undecane-1aminium bromide (dMEMUABr) with a hydrocarbon tail of 11 carbon atoms were
chosen for performing thermochromic and antimicrobial property. MMA monomer was
used for covalent linkage with dMEMUABr, because of its light weight, excellent
characteristic, colorless and high transparency.97

2.3 Reactivity ratio
As the antimicrobial agent dMEMUABr was polymerized with MMA for synthesizing a
dual-functional coating, further investigation of the sequence distribution of dMEMUABr
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and MMA monomers in the copolymer coating is desired. Different sequence
distributions and compositional heterogeneity greatly affect the chemical and physical
property of the copolymer.98 Yao et al. studied amine based copolymer with four
different sequence structures, which were diblock (poly(dimethylamino-2-ethyl
methacrylate-b-methyl methacrylate) (poly(MMA-b-DMAEMA))), four-armed diblock
(poly(MMA-b-DMAEMA)4), triblock (poly(DMAEMA-b-MMA-b-DMAEMA)), and
random (poly(MMA-r-DMAEMA)).99 They showed different performance in retention
ratio, surface enrichment ratio and durability.
In the copolymerization system of two monomers, four propagation reactions may occur
(eq 1, 2, 3 & 4), as either monomer can be added to the last propagating chain end.
M1*, M2* represent the propagating ends and M1, M2 represent the monomers.100 The k
value is the rate constant, which determines the compositional profile. Theoretically, the
reactivity ratio is the ratio of its homo-polymerization rate constant versus the crosspropagating rate constant with the other monomer.101 (eq 5) Therefore, reactivity ratio
offers importance information for prediction of copolymer composition as well as the
structure. 102 It also helps to understand the kinetic and mechanistic perspective of the
copolymerization.
𝑘11

~ M1 M1 ∗ (1)

𝑘12

~ M1 M2 ∗ (2)

𝑘21

~M2 M1 ∗ (3)

𝑘22

~M2 M2 ∗ (4)

~M1 ∗ + M1 →
~M1 ∗ + M2 →

~M2 ∗ + M1 →
~M2 ∗ + M2 →
𝑟1 =

𝑘11
𝑘22
; 𝑟2 =
(5)
𝑘12
𝑘21

The well-known Mayo-Lewis equation was generated from the copolymer composition
equation. (eq 6). The Mayo-Lewis equation (eq 7) describes the relationship between the
mole fraction of monomer 1 in the feed f1 and in the copolymer F1 in terms of the
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reactivity ratio r1 and r2.103 Once data for f1 and F1 are known, the reactivity ratios can be
calculated using the Mayo-Lewis equation through the non-linear least squares (NLLS)
method.
d[M1 ]
d[M2 ]

F1 =

[M ](r [M1 ]+[M2 ])

1
= [M1 ]([M

1 ]+r2 [M2 ])

2

(6)

r1 f1 2 +f1 (1−f1 )
r1 f1 2 +2f1 (1−f1 )+r2 (1−f1 )2

(7)

2.3.1 Linear and non-linear least squares method for reactivity ratio
determination
The first linear calculation method was proposed by Fineman and Ross according to the
Mayo-Lewis equation.104 The Fineman-Ross (F-R) equation is:

G = 𝑟1 𝐻 − 𝑟2 (8)
where G =

f1 (2F1 −1)
(1−f1 )F1

;H =

f1 2 (1−F1 )
(1−f1 )2 F1

Through the plot of H versus G, a straight line will be achieved. The slope of the line
gives r1 and the intercept gives the r2 value. Similarly, Yezrielev et al. proposed another
equation for reactivity ratio calculation (Yezrielev-Brokhina-Roskin (Y-B-R) method):

G = 𝑟1 𝐻3/2 − 𝑟2 (9)
However, the limitation in previous methods is that the high and low concentration data
are equally valued, which affects the correct estimation of reactivity ratio. Kelen and
Tüdös induced an arbitrary positive constant α to spread the data more evenly and gave
equal weight to all data points.105 The Kelen-Tüdös (K-T) equation is:

η = [r1 +

r2
α

]μ–

r2

where α = (𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 )0.5 ; η =

α

(10)
𝐺

(𝛼+𝐻)

; μ=

𝐻
(𝛼+𝐻)
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By plotting the data of μ versus η, reactivity ratio r1, r2 can be calculated from the slope
and intercept. These three methods are the most commonly used linear methodology for
reactivity ratio calculation.
In 1987, O’Driscoll and Reilly pointed out the limitations of linear least squares
method.106 They proposed that linear methods led to an incorrect estimate, and non-linear
least squares method was the most sound technique. The non-linear method currently
used was developed by Mortimer and Tidwell.107 Briefly, an initial assumption value was
given to the reactivity ratio r1, r2. The sum of the squares of the difference between the
experimental copolymer composition data and computer calculated ones is minimized
through multiple times of calculation. In this method, once the error criteria is set, only
one pair of reactivity ratio value can be achieved for a given set of data.

2.3.2 In-situ NMR technique for reactivity ratio determination
In the conventional low-conversion technique for reactivity calculation, a large number of
experiments is required. Monomers with different concentration ratios need to be
prepared, and the conversion during the copolymerization needs to be limited to less than
10-15 %.108 The low conversion (10-15 %) required is difficult to be controlled.109, 110
Therefore, an in-situ NMR technique offers a more efficient way for reactivity ratio
calculation. It can monitor the real-time concentration data of individual monomers as
well as the continuously formed copolymer as a function of reaction progress.111 In
addition to in-situ NMR, in-situ FTIR also provides on-line tracking of monomer
concentration.112-114 However, in-situ FTIR needs clear adsorption peaks. The monomers’
peaks need to be different enough from the copolymer’s peaks, which is difficult for
many FTIR instruments. In this case, NMR has greater selectivity and resolution,
compared to FTIR. NMR is more sensitive towards the variations.115 For application of
the in-situ NMR technique, three criteria have been proposed: (1) the copolymerization
reaction rate needs to be lower than the scanning rate, (2) the monomer and copolymer’s
characteristic peaks should be distinguishable from each other, (3) the copolymer is
soluble in the solvent.116, 117
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In-situ NMR technique has been applied for determining reactivity ratio of various
comonomer pairs. Hutchinson’s group investigated the aqueous phase copolymerization
of acrylamide (AM) and acrylic acid (AA) with in-situ NMR.117 The monomer mixture
was scanned every two minutes until full conversion at 40 °C. Abdollahi et al. studied the
free-radical copolymerization of styrene and ethyl acrylate at 70 °C.118 The composition
of each unit in copolymer F was considered as the reduction of each monomer versus the
total reduction of two monomers. The reactivity ratio was determined by various linear
and non-linear method at low and high conversions and compared. Similarly, Pugh’s
group studied the reactivity ratio of styrene with methyl methacrylate, 2-(Nethylperﬂuorooctanesulfonamido)ethyl acrylate (FOSA) with N,N-dimethylacrylamide
(DMA) and 2-(N-ethylperﬂuorooctanesulfonamido)ethyl methacrylate (FOSM) with
DMA using pyridazine as the internal reference.119 Previous work from our group
reported the reactivity ratio of methyl methacrylate and diallyl dimethylammonium
chloride using in-situ NMR.120 The copolymerization was carried out at different
temperatures, which showed no obvious influence on the reactivity ratio values. Direct
numerical differential method and numerical solution differential method were used for
calculating the copolymer composition. These investigations all illustrate the stability,
efficiency and simplicity of the in-situ NMR technique in determining reactivity ratios.

2.3.3 Sequence prediction with reactivity ratio
The reactivity ratios of a pair of two monomers r1, r2 in a system indicates the sequence
distribution in the copolymer. When r1r2=1, the copolymerization is considered as ideal
polymerization, as the propagating end shows equal preference to both monomers. In this
case, there are three possibilities. When r1=1, r2=1, two monomers show the same
reactivity. Therefore, the copolymer composition equals the feed composition with a
random sequence of two monomers.121 When r1>1, r2<1 or r1<1, r2<1, the one higher than
unity is more active, adding to the propagating end. The copolymer will contain more
fragments of that monomer in a random sequence.
When r1r2=0 or r1, r2 are both very small numbers, the sequence tends to be alternative.
The two types of propagating end prefer to add the other monomer. Therefore, the
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composition of each monomer in the copolymer is 0.5. The extreme example is r1>>r2
and r1r2=0, where M1 is more active to be added to the propagating species.
When r1>1, r2>1 or r1r2>0, block copolymers will be formed. In the long polymer chain,
there is one or more long continuously sequence of each monomer.100

Figure 2.6: Schematic of block, random and alternative copolymer sequence.122

2.3.4 UV initiated copolymerization
When studying the reactivity ratio of monomer pairs, copolymerization reaction is
commonly initiated by heat, with thermal initiator producing free radicals and initiating
the copolymerization.123, 124 However, another free radical copolymerization method, UV
initiated copolymerization, has been widely used in many applications, such as coating,
packaging, semiconductors and so on. As antimicrobial coatings using QAC
dMEMUABr and MMA monomer were successfully synthesized via UV curing in the
previous chapter, investigating the reactivity ratio of these two monomers under UV
initiated copolymerization has significant meaning.
A limited number of papers have been published on the determination of reactivity ratios
in UV initiated copolymerization. Zhang et al. studied the reactivity ratio of
dimethyldiallylammonium chloride (DMD) and acrylamide (AM) in UV initiated
polymerization for improving the flocculant performance of removing suspended solids
from wastewater.125 Different reaction material ratios were prepared, and the total
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conversion was controlled less than 15 % by shortening the UV exposure time. They also
investigated the effect of the template sodium polyacrylate added to the polymerization
system, which was reported to interact with monomers by van der Waals forces,
electrostatic forces or hydrogen bond and improve the performance of the copolymer.126,
127

It was found that the template improved the reactivity ratio of DMD, increased its

length and number in the copolymer and decreased the viscosity of the copolymer. Patton
et al. proposed a measurement method for monomer reactivity ratio using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).128, 98 They synthesized a polymer brush by attaching
an asymmetric trichlorosilyl-functionalized azo initiator to a -OH-terminated silicon
wafer and polymerizing MMA and styrene on the azo-functionalized substrate by UV
irradiation. The reactivity ratio’s measurement by XPS also relied on the distinguishable
chemical species of monomers. Similarly, Zheng’s group determined the reactivity ratio
of acrylamide (AM) and methacryloxyethyltrimethyl ammonium chloride (DMC)
through UV initiation.129 The composition of the copolymer was specified by silver
nitrate titration, followed by Fineman-Ross, Kelen-Tudos and Yezrielev-BrokhinaRoskin methods to determine the reactivity ratio.
In this review, the reasons for choosing VO2 and QACs for thermochromic/antimicrobial
dual-functional coating preparation were fully explained. Different synthesis methods of
VO2 were compared, and the mechanism of QACs’ antimicrobial ability against bacteria
was illustrated. What’s more, for the determination of reactivity ratios, detailed
information of in-situ NMR technique was investigated, which has been shown to be a
more efficient way compared to the conventional low-conversion technique. Various LLS
and NLLS calculation methods were shown. Latest researches on reactivity ratio under
UV initiated copolymerization were studied.
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Chapter 3

3

Synthesis of VO2/Poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr)
Antimicrobial/Thermochromic Dual-functional Coating

3.1 Abstract
In order to address the need for window coatings that can control both temperature while
being self-cleaning, this work examined a dual-functional antimicrobial/thermochromic
coating. The goal was addressed by chemically polymerizing the antimicrobial agent,
quaternary ammonium compound (QAC) N,N-dimethyl-N-{2-[(2-methylprop-2enoyl)oxy]ethyl}undecane-1-aminium bromide (dMEMUABr) while using vanadium
dioxide (VO2) as the thermochromic agent. The antimicrobial agent dMEMUABr, having
a long hydrocarbon tail and acrylic moiety for enhanced killing, was synthesized and
characterized by 1D NMR and FTIR spectra. VO2 nanoparticles were synthesized
hydrothermally and characterized by physicochemical analysis including powder XRD,
DSC and SEM. Polymer coatings were obtained by polymerizing dMEMUABr with
methyl methacrylate (MMA) monomer using UV curing investigating the required UV
curing time. Thermochromic performance of dual-functional VO2/poly(MMA-codMEMUABr) coating gave a solar energy modulation ∆Tsol of 5.8 % and luminous
transmittance Tlum at 25 °C of 36.1 %. The antimicrobial testing of the dual-functional
coating indicated that it could kill 90.3% representative bacteria Escherichia coli (E.coli)
within 24 h at a low QAC concentration (3.8 wt % relative to MMA). The hydrophilic
property of the coating surface was measured by contact angle analysis, showing that
enhanced hydrophilicity helps to attract more bacteria and increase the antimicrobial
efficiency. The zone of inhibition test proved the contact kill principle of the coating,
without releasing toxic antimicrobial agents to the environment.

3.2 Introduction
The global energy crisis has led to great need for reducing the energy needs for heating
and cooling our homes and buildings, while simultaneously lowering our carbon
footprint. Thermochromic smart windows provide a passive method to block undesired
heat loss/gain for energy savings.1 Vanadium oxide (VO2) has been studied for decades
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for thermochromic smart windows, due to its unique metal-to-semiconductor transition
(MIT).2 VO2 nanoparticles have multiple morphologies, such as tetragonal VO2(A),
monoclinic VO2 (B), VO2(D), monoclinic rutile type VO2(M), tetragonal rutile type
VO2(R) and VO2(P).3, 2, 4 VO2(M) is the most promising morphology exhibiting fully
reversible first-order phase transition to block infrared light transmittance, depending on
the temperature.5 When its temperature reaches a critical temperature ~68 °C, VO2
transforms from an IR transparent state (monoclinic phase) to an IR reflective state (rutile
phase).6 When used as a coating, it transforms automatically to block infrared light,
without requiring any external switching device.7, 8
Another challenge with windows is that they are easily fouled by fungi, bacteria or other
organisms due to the moisture from the rain and humidity. Commonly used antimicrobial
agents include nanoparticles (TiO2,9-11 ZnO2,12, 13 etc.), silver ions,14, 15 quaternary
ammonium compounds (QACs),16-18 halogens19, 20 and other oxygen reactive species.
Among the various antimicrobial agents, QACs are of interest due to their strong
antibacterial performance in both light and dark conditions, low toxicity, low cost and
environmental stability.21, 22 Their antimicrobial property is considered as long-lasting
and does not need to be activated by external light energy, compared to widely used
TiO2.23 In previous times, many antibacterial products were based on the release
principle, leaching bactericidal substances such as Ag+ ions to the surroundings. These
biocides are usually toxic or contain toxic heavy metal ions, which will eventually pollute
the environment.17 However, QACs kill microorganisms upon contact without leaching
bactericidal substances.
In this work, for the first time, a dual-functional antimicrobial/thermochromic coating
was produced. For the antimicrobial purpose, the QAC N,N-dimethyl-N-{2-[(2methylprop-2-enoyl)oxy]ethyl}undecane-1-aminium bromide (dMEMUABr) was copolymerized with methyl methacrylate (MMA) via UV curing. The positively charged
QACs are believed to attract negatively charged bacteria membrane surfaces through
ionic interactions. Generally, the antimicrobial performance of QACs is related to the
length of N-alkyl chain. N-alkyl chain with 8-18 carbons shows excellent antimicrobial
property.15 A long hydrophobic tail is believed to enhance activity by inserting into the
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bacterial cell, leading to leakage of intercellular constituents, resulting in bacteria death.24
On the other hand, thermochromic VO2 nanoparticle was well-dispersed inside the
poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) matrix, blocking undesired infrared light at the same time.

3.3 Experimental Section
3.3.1 Materials
Vanadium oxide (V2O5, ≥98 %), 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA,
98 %), 1-bromoundecane (98 %), photo initiator 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone
(HMP, 97 %), methyl methacrylate (MMA, 99%), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA,
Mw 350,000) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Canada. The solvents acetonitrile,
hexanes and chloroform were purchased from Caledon Laboratory Ltd, Ontario, Canada.
Acetone were obtained from Fisher Chemical, Canada. Inhibitor MEHQ was removed
from MMA by distillation method.25 In brief, MMA was washed twice with 5% sodium
hydroxide (NaOH, ≥97%) and distilled water. After that, it was dried over MgSO4 (≥
97%) for 2 h. After degassing, MMA was then vacuum distilled with the middle portion
collected for the polymerization studies. All other chemicals were used as received.

3.3.2 Synthesis of VO2 nanoparticle
VO2 nanoparticles were synthesized by a hydro/solvothermal method, in which both
acetone and water were used to reduce V2O5.26 In brief, the well-mixed suspension of 0.6
g of V2O5, 18 ml of acetone and 14 ml of deionized water were added to a 100 ml Teflonlined autoclave at room temperature. The autoclave was hydrothermally treated at 210 °C
for 18 h in the oven. After that, particles were washed twice with acetone by
centrifugation and then dried at 50 °C overnight. The dried particles were then placed in a
quartz tube and calcined in a tubular furnace at 550 °C for 3 h with continuous flow of
nitrogen gas (temperature increased at a rate of 45 °C/min). VO2 nanoparticles were then
removed from the ambient furnace tube, when it was cooled to the room temperature to
avoid oxidation.
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3.3.3 Synthesis of dMEMUABr
The synthesis method of antimicrobial agent dMEMUABr was modified based on Zhao’s
method.27 dMEMUABr was synthesized by reacting 0.314g of DMAEMA (2mmol) with
0.52g of 1-bromoundecane (2.2mmol) through a quaternization reaction (Figure 3.1). The
amount of 1-bromoundecane was adjusted to be in slight excess to that of DMAEMA to
enhance the purity of QAC, as 1-bromoundecane was easier to be dissolved in organic
solvent (hexane) and removed by evaporation. It was desired to not have DMAEMA in
the final product, as it has high boiling point. The starting materials were dissolved in 10
ml of acetonitrile. Nitrogen gas was purged to the uniform solution for the first 30 min to
remove any dissolved oxygen with the mixture consistently stirred at 50 °C for 24 h.
Then, a rotary evaporator was used to remove acetonitrile. When the solvent was
evaporated, hexane was added to the viscous solution to wash the product to remove any
unreacted 1-bromoundecane by centrifugation. As dMEMUABr did not dissolve in
hexane, it remained in the bottom in the centrifugation with the supernatant of hexane
then decanted. The product was then dried in vacuum oven at 40 °C for 24 h to achieve
the purified dMEMUABr, which was a white wax-like product. Yield: 78.7%. 1H NMR
(CDCl3, 400 MHz) δ (ppm): 0.89 (-CH2-CH3, 3H), 1.26-1.35 (-N+-CH2-CH2-(CH2)8-CH3,
16H), 1.76 (-N+-CH2-CH2-(CH2)8-CH3, 2H), 1.96 (CH3-C(C=O)=C-, 3H), 3.53 ((CH3)2N+-, 6H), 3.60 (-N+-CH2-CH2-(CH2)8-CH3, 2H), 4.19 (-O-CH2-CH2-N+-, 2H), 4.66 (-OCH2-CH2-N+-, 2H), 5.69 and 6.16 (CH2=C-COO-, 2H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz) δ
(ppm): 14.01 (-CH2-CH3), 18.19 (CH3-C(C=O)=C-), 22.56 (-N+-CH2-CH2-CH2-(CH2)5CH2-CH2-CH3), 26.17 (-N+-CH2-CH2-CH2-), 29.17-29.35 (-N+-CH2-CH2-CH2-(CH2)5CH2-CH2-CH3), 31.76 (-N+-CH2-CH2-CH2-(CH2)5-CH2-CH2-CH3), 51.78 ((CH3)2-N+-),
58.06 (-O- CH2-CH2-N+-), 62.09 (-O-CH2-CH2-N+-), 65.36 (-N+- CH2-(CH2)9-CH3),
127.30 (CH3-C(C=O)=C-), 135.05 (CH3-C(C=O)=C-), 166.23 (CH3-C(C=O)=C-).
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Figure 3.1: Synthesis scheme for dMEMUABr.

3.3.4 Preparation of VO2/Poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) dual-functional
coating by UV curing
0.038g of synthesized dMEMUABr was dissolved in 0.5 ml of chloroform. Then, 1.01g
of MMA, 0.08 g of PMMA and 0.0328 g of photo initiator HMP were added in order.
PMMA was used as a thickener to make the solution more viscous. Then, 10mg of VO2
nanoparticles were added to the mixture and dispersed in the solution by sonication. A
2.5 cm x 2.5 cm glass slide was cleaned by sonication in alcohol for 20 min and then
dried with air. 100 μl of above mixture was evenly spread on the glass slide and then
cured by UV irradiation (UVP95012701, 365 nm, 100W, BLAK-RAY, B-100AP Model,
U.S.A.) for defined times. The chemical structure of synthesized poly(MMA-codMEMUABr) was shown in Figure 3.2. The entire UV curing procedure was carried out
under nitrogen gas (Figure 3.3). The coating was then dried in a vacuum oven to remove
any remaining solvent. In synthesis of all coating samples, the intensity of UV light
received by the coating is 8335 μW/cm2, tested by UVA/B light meter (SPER
SCIENTIFIC, 850009). The distance from the UV light source to the coating surface is 4
cm.
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Figure 3.2: Synthesis scheme for copolymerization of MMA and dMEMUABr via
UV curing.

Figure 3.3: Picture of UV curing process.

3.3.5 Measurements
Functional groups of dMEMUABr were characterized by Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) Spectra using wavenumber 600–4000 cm-1. 1D (1H and 13C) nuclear magnetic
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resonance spectroscopy (NMR) spectra using Bruker AVIII HD 400, were recorded for
dMEMUABr characterization. Chloroform-d was used as solvent with the chemical shifts
referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS). The crystalline phase analysis of synthesized VO2
was tested by X-ray diffraction (XRD; Bruker D2 phaser powder diffractometer,
Billerica, MA, USA) using Cu Kα (λ=1.54184 Å) radiation between 20° to 80°. The
phase transition property of VO2 nanoparticles was characterized by Differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC, SDT Q600, TA Instruments, US) using heating and cooling cycle
between 10° to 140°. The morphologies and dimensions of VO2 particle were tested by
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and analyzed by ImageJ Software. Contact angle
measurements of the dual-functional VO2/poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) coating was
carried out by a PGX measuring head pocket goniometer (FIBRO System AB, Sweden).
The optical transmittance of the dual-functional coating was measured using a UV-3600
UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), with temperature controlled
by a Julabo F12-Refrigarated/Heating Circulator (Julabo GmbH, Seelbach, Germany).

3.3.6 Study of UV curing time complete copolymerization
Before adding dMEMUABr and VO2 particles, the system of MMA, PMMA and HMP
was studied. To ensure all MMA monomers completely polymerized before heating in
the oven, samples with different UV curing times were removed by dissolution in
chloroform-d for NMR testing.

3.3.7 Testing of antimicrobial ability
The antimicrobial ability of coating samples was tested against Escherichia coli (strain
ATCC 29425). In a typical method, E. coli was cultured in a tryptic soy broth at 37 °C for
24 h. Bacteria were then washed with PBS buffer three times to remove broth by
centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 15 min each time, and the supernatant was then decanted.
The bacterial concentration was determined by OD600. The OD600 of the E.coli
suspension was adjusted to be 0.2 using PBS buffer, which indicated the concentration
was approximately 108 CFU/ml.28, 29 This value was used for estimation. The exact
bacteria concentration can be calculated by the counted colony-forming units (CFU) on
the agar plate. The suspension was then appropriately diluted to achieve 105 CFU/ml.
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Coating samples were immersed in 20 ml of above bacteria suspension inside the
centrifuge tubes, shaking at 37 °C for 24 h in the dark. After that, a series of dilution was
applied and aliquots (100 μl) of diluted bacteria solution with concentration of 103
CFU/ml were evenly spread on the tryptic soy agar plates. Each sample was tested in
triplicate. After 24 h incubation at 37 °C, the number of CFU on agar plate was counted
and the bacteria reduction was calculated compared to control sample.

3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Characterization of synthesized VO2 nanoparticle
The purity, morphology and first-order transition property of VO2 nanoparticles
synthesized by the hydro/solvothermal procedure were carefully characterized before
being integrated into the dual-functional coating. XRD analysis of the nanoparticles is
shown in Figure 3.4, indicating high purity of monoclinic phase VO2 particles. No
characteristic peak for V2O5 is present in the XRD graph, indicating that acetone
successfully reduced V2O5 to the desired VO2 product.
Figure 3.5 shows the enthalpy change of VO2 particles measured by DSC. The observed
endothermic peak in heating (insulator-to-metal) and exothermic peak in cooling (metalto-insulator) are due to the release of latent heat, accompanied with the first order phase
transition.30 The synthesized VO2 exhibits good MIT transition with temperature
hysteresis of 12 °C. It has a lower transition temperature at 60 °C than the bulk VO2 at
68 °C. The well-defined peaks indicate high crystalline quality.31, 32
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Figure 3.4: XRD pattern of synthesized VO2.
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Figure 3.5: DSC curves of synthesized VO2.
The SEM images for morphologies and dimensions of VO2 are depicted in Figure 3.6,
using 1.00 k and10.0 k resolution respectively. The electron micrographs indicate that the
synthesized VO2 has a fiber nanomorphology. The size distribution histogram was
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determined using Image J software with SEM images, as shown in Figure 3.7. This figure
shows that the synthesized VO2 nanoparticles are 1.5 ± 0.35 μm in length and 148.6 ± 64
nm in width, which are similar to the previous report of 1.6 ±0.9 μm in length and 180 ±
70 nm in width.26 The size distribution was even, and no obvious large aggregates or
particles were observed from the SEM results.

Figure 3.6： SEM images of synthesized VO2 using (a)1.00 k and (b)10.0 k
resolution.
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Figure 3.7：Size distribution of synthesized VO2 nanoparticles.

3.4.2 Characterization of synthesized antimicrobial agent
dMEMUABr
dMEMUABr was prepared by quaternization reaction of DMAEMA and 1bromoundecane. The FTIR spectra of dMEMUABr and its reactants are shown in Figure
3.8. In the FTIR spectra of dMEMUABr, peaks at 2921 and 2853 cm-1 come from
asymmetric and symmetric vibration of -(CH2)n- from 1-bromoundecane and DMAEMA.
Peaks at 1722, 1640 and 1151 cm-1 indicate the stretching vibration of C=O, C=C and CO respectively. The FTIR result indicates the successful synthesis of dMEMUABr using
DMAEMA and 1-bromoundecane.
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Figure 3.8: The FTIR spectra of synthesized dMEMUABr
The synthesized dMEMUABr was also characterized by (1H and 13C) NMR, which is
shown in Figure 3.9. In the 1H NMR spectrum, 8 different protons in the long alkane
chain overlap with each other and form one peak located at 1.26 -1.35 ppm (peak No. 2).
In the 13C NMR result, 5 different carbon atoms in the long alkane chain overlap at
29.17-29.35 ppm (peak No. 4). C2 and C6 also overlap at 22.56 ppm. No other solvent or
reactants’ characteristic peak can be observed in the NMR test, which confirms the purity
of the synthesized dMEMUABr.
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Figure 3.9: (a) 1H and (b) 13C NMR spectra of synthesized dMEMUABr (in CDCl3).

3.4.3 UV curing copolymerization process
MMA monomers were used to polymerize with the synthesized dMEMUABr monomers
using a UV curing process with the presence of the UV photo initiator HMP. HMP
absorbs UV light energy and produces free radicals, which initiates the chain
polymerization. 33 Under UV curing, dMEMUABr polymerizes with MMA via C=C
double bond consumption. The system of MMA, PMMA and HMP was first investigated
to determine the UV curing time for complete polymerization, where PMMA (8 wt%
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relative to MMA) was used as thickener. The 1H NMR spectra of the coating samples
with different UV curing times are shown in Figure 3.10. When the coating was UV
cured for 3 min, the characteristic peaks of MMA can be observed at 6.10, 5.56, 3.75 and
1.93 ppm, indicating the MMA monomers were not completely polymerized. The MMA
peaks disappeared when the coating was UV cured for 4 min or longer. Therefore, all
MMA monomers completely polymerized to be PMMA within 4 min. Longer UV curing
time did not have obvious influence on the polymer composition.

Figure 3.10: 1H NMR spectrums of 3 min, 4 min, 7 min and 10 min UV cured
PMMA coatings.
In addition to the peaks representing PMMA, MMA and HMP, new peaks at 10.03 and
2.18 ppm are observed, assigned to benzaldehyde and acetone. These peaks are attributed
to the decomposition of photo initiator HMP during the UV-curing process (Figure 3.11).
To minimize the effect of decomposition products on the performance, vacuum heating
treatment at 70 °C was applied and 1H NMR tests were conducted on coatings before and
after the heating treatment. The peak at 3.60 ppm is assigned to protons of -OCH3 in
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PMMA. As in each coating sample, same amount of MMA polymerized to be PMMA
and this peak represents 3H, integration area of this peak was set to be 3 in 1H NMR
spectrum. Therefore, the mole ratio of the formed acetone and benzaldehyde relative to
PMMA can be achieved respectively. Table 3.1 indicates that the amount of
decomposition products acetone and benzaldehyde decreased after vacuum heating at
70 °C. The longer time the coating is UV cured, the easier decomposition products form.
Half acetone and benzaldehyde evaporated in 7 min UV cured coating, as it contained a
greater amount of decomposition products. The remaining amount of decomposition
products were almost the same for 4 min and 7 min UV cured coating after vacuum
heating treatment. The remaining residues were difficult to be removed, likely due to
being trapped inside the polymer with benzaldehyde having a high boiling point.
Therefore, the minimum UV curing time for complete polymerization was determined to
be 4 min, which was applied for preparation of all coating samples.

Figure 3.11: Scheme for decomposition of photo initiator HMP.
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Table 3.1：Integration of decomposition products acetone and benzaldehyde
relative to PMMA before and after vacuum heating at 70 °C in 1H NMR
spectrums。
PMMA

Acetone

Benzaldehyde

(3H, 3.60 ppm)

(6H, 2.17 ppm)

(1H, 10.03 ppm)

4 min UV Curing

3

0.08

0.01

4 min UV Curing with
vacuum heating at 70 °C

3

0.06

0

7 min UV Curing

3

0.16

0.02

7 min UV Curing with
vacuum heating at 70 °C

3

0.07

0.01

3.4.4 Testing of VO2/Poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) dual-functional
coating
After adding the antimicrobial agent dMEMUABr and VO2 nanoparticles to the above
system, a dual-functional coating was quickly achieved via UV curing, which formed a
transparent colorless thin film on the glass surface. MMA and dMEMUABr monomers
are covalently bonded through acrylic moieties with long hydrocarbon tail oriented out
towards to the surface. The positively charged dMEMUABr moieties attracts negatively
charged bacteria membrane surfaces through strong ionic interactions, and the long
hydrophobic tail performs antimicrobial property. VO2 nanoparticle is integrated inside
the polymer matrix, obtaining thermochromic performance to regulate the solar
irradiation through its unique first-order MIT at the same time. The schematic pictorial of
this system is shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of synthesized VO2/poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) dualfunctional coating.
Water contact angle measurements were carried out on the UV cured PMMA,
dMEMUABr based acrylic and the dual-functional coatings. The contact angle can tell
the properties of a surface, Here, a 1.4 ml water drop was generated on top of the coating
surface, with at least 6 different drops conducted, and the average used for analysis. As
shown in Figure 3.13, the contact angle of UV cured PMMA coating is 71.7 °, which was
identical with previous studies on water contact angle of pure PMMA material between
65 ° to 80 °.34-36 A coating is considered as hydrophilic when its water angle is smaller
than 90 °, otherwise it is considered as hydrophobic.37, 38 After the polymerization of
MMA and antimicrobial agent dMEMUABr, the contact angle decreased to 56.3 °, which
indicated the surface became more hydrophilic. Although the long hydrophobic
hydrocarbon chain should have increased the contact angle, the hydrophilic moiety of
dMEMUABr takes a dominant role. After adding VO2, the particle took place of some
hydrophilic dMEMUABr and led to the increase of the contact angle to 63.2 °. The
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hydrophilic property helps to attract more bacteria to be adhesive to the coating surface in
the solution, so that the antibacterial efficiency can be greatly enhanced.

Figure 3.13: The contact angles of UV cured (a) PMMA coating, (b) Poly(MMA-codMEMUABr) coating and (c) as-synthesized dual-functional VO2/poly(MMA-codMEMUABr) coating.
The thermochromic property of the VO2/poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) dualfunctional coating was tested by measuring the transmittance in near infrared region
using room temperature (25 °C) and high temperature (90 °C), as shown in Figure 3.14. 1
wt% of VO2 nanoparticles relative to the amount of MMA was integrated into the
poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) matrix. The transmittance spectra of the dual-functional
coating were conducted using glass as the reference. The integrated VO2 (M) experienced
complete MIT during the temperature increase. The solar energy modulation (∆Tsol) was
calculated to be 5.8 %, using a wavelength range of 950 nm-2500 nm, which started from
the cross point of two transmittance curves. High luminous transmittance value Tlum (41.1
% at 90 °C and 36.1 % at 25 °C) was achieved. The ability of blocking infrared light
through its first-order MIT increases with higher VO2 concentration, but at the expense of
lower luminous transmittance.
These thermochromic performance parameters were also compared with the performance
of some other hydrothermally synthesized VO2 film, summarized in Table 3.2. Beside
acetone, oxalic acid (H2C2O4.2H2O) and hydrazine (N2H4) can also be used for reducing
V2O5. VO2 nanoparticles synthesized using N2H4 and (H2C2O4.2H2O) were found to
exhibit similar ∆Tsol values (6.93 % and 6.4 %), but lower luminous transmittance values
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(7.35 % and 31.2 %). Furthermore, hydrazine is considered as highly toxic material,
which may cause health concern issues. Reducing V2O5 using N2H4.HCl and HCl has
reported excellent thermochromic performance with high ∆Tsol and Tlum values. However.
this method needs higher synthesis temperature and the synthesized VO2 has a high
transition temperature at 91 °C, which makes it more difficult to be used for window
coating. Producing VO2 (M) with acetone offers an easier, safer and more energyefficient way compared to other synthesis methods.
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Figure 3.14: Optical transmittance spectra of synthesized VO2/poly(MMA-codMEMUABr) dual-functional coating.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of hydrothermal synthesis methods of VO2(M) in some
published papers and related experimental parameters.
Precursors

V2O5+(CH3)2CO

T/t
210/18

Tlum & Tsol

Tlum(90 °C)=41.1%; Tlum(25 °C)=36.1%
∆Tsol（950-2500）=5.8 %

V2O5+H2C2O4.2H2O 39

260/48

Tlum(90 °C)=8.21%; Tlum(25 °C)=7.35%
∆Tsol（1000-2500）=6.93 %

V2O5+ N2H4.HCl+HCl 40

330/15

Tlum=45.6%; ∆Tsol=22.3 %

V2O5+H2O2+H2WO4+N2H4 41

260/24

Tlum =31.2%; ∆Tsol=6.4 %

Antimicrobial activity of the dual-functional coating was carried out using E.coli
bacteria. As the final bacteria suspension spread on agar plates for incubation
experienced series 10 fold dilution, the concentration of E.coli suspension contacting
with coatings for 24 h can be calculated by multiplying the counted CFU number with ten
to the power of the dilution times. The antimicrobial efficiency was calculated using the
reduction of the living E.coli bacteria between each coating and control sample versus the
control number of bacteria. The control sample was a glass specimen without any
coating. The purchased PMMA coating was prepared by directly dissolving purchased
PMMA (Mw 350,000) powder in dichloromethane and spread onto a glass surface. The
coating was heated in a vacuum oven at 55 °C to evaporate the solvent.
It was found that no obvious antimicrobial performance was shown for purchased PMMA
(Mw 350,000) coating compared to control sample, while the UV cured PMMA coating
showed a relatively low antimicrobial efficiency of 25.7 %. It may be due to the free
radicals generated by HMP and its decomposition products. Synthesized poly(MMA-codMEMUABr) coating showed excellent antibacterial efficiency, which can kill almost all
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(99.8 %) E.coli bacteria within 24 h contact at low addition (3.8 wt% relative to MMA).
The antimicrobial mechanism of dMEMUABr is that the acrylic end of dMEMUABr is
linked to MMA via double bond and the long hydrophobic tail faces outward. Positively
charged dMEMUABr attracts bacteria through ionic interaction. It interacts with a target
site at the inner membrane of the bacteria and bind to DNA, which was found that it can
cause compaction and collapse of DNA.42 McDonnell proposed the procedures of QACs
killing the microorganisms: (1) Adsorption and penetration of QACs to the bacteria cell
wall, (2) react with the lipid or protein of the cytoplasmic membrane, (3) lead to
membrane disorganization and leakage of low-weight material, (4) degradation of nucleic
acid, (5) lysis of cell wall due to autolytic enzymes.43-45, 42 In addition, the antimicrobial
moieties are believed to be enriched at the coating surface due to low surface energy,
which greatly increases the antimicrobial efficiency.27 In comparison, the VO2/PMMA
coating exhibited a low antimicrobial effect on E.coli. This result is in accord with
previous antimicrobial testing of a nano-VO2 film which did not show any significant
antimicrobial effect on gram-negative bacteria, such as E. coli and P. aeruginosa.46 In our
approach, the dual-functional VO2/poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) coating has a relatively
good antimicrobial activity, which can kill 90.3 % E.coli within 24 h. The antimicrobial
efficiency decreased by 9.5 % after VO2 nanoparticle addition. This may be due to VO2
particles occupying an active area of main antimicrobial agent dMEMUABr contacting
bacteria.
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Table 3.3: Viable bacterial concentration and antimicrobial efficiency with initial
bacterial concentration of 105 CFU/ml treated with different coatings for 24 h.
Living E.coli
Concentration
(CFU/ml)

Antimicrobial
efficiency

Control (glass)

1.14 x 105

Purchased PMMA (Mw 350,000)

1.07 x 105

6.1 %

PMMA (UV cured)

8.47 x 104

25.7 %

VO2/PMMA (UV cured)

9.63 x 104

15.5 %

Poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) (UV cured)

2.67 x 102

99.8 %

VO2/Poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) (UV cured)

1.11 x 104

90.3 %

Zone of inhibition was carried out using E.coli bacteria solution at concentration of 105
CFU/ml spread all over the agar plate. Poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) coating and
VO2/poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) dual-functional coating were attached to the bacteria
directly and incubated in the nutrient agar at 37 °C for 24 h. As leaching of antimicrobial
agent may eventually pollute the environment and raise bacteria’s resistance, contact kill
is highly desired. The test in Figure 3.15 shows the inhibition zone does not further
expand around the coating. This means that the antimicrobial agent dMEMUABr only
kills bacteria contacted to its surface and the toxic moieties does not release to the
surroundings, even after addition of VO2 nanoparticle. The result further proves the dualfunctional coating kill bacteria based on non-release principle and neither dMEMUABr
nor VO2 will release to the environment.
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Figure 3.15: Picture of zone of inhibition test result for (a) Poly(MMA-codMEMUABr) coating and (b) VO2/poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) dual-functional
coating..

3.5 Conclusions
In this contribution, we successfully synthesized a dual-functional VO2/poly(MMA-codMEMUABr) coating via UV curing, performing both thermochromic and antimicrobial
property. The antimicrobial agent QAC dMEMUABr and thermochromic VO2 (M)
nanoparticles were well characterized. The dual-functional coating utilized the acrylic
linked poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) and dispersed VO2 inside the polymer. The UV
curing time for complete polymerization was determined to be at least 4 min with the
presence of HMP. All coating samples were vacuum heated at 70 °C to remove
decomposition products of HMP after UV curing. The water angle test indicated the
hydrophilic property of the coating surface. After VO2 addition, the hydrophilicity
decreased compared to poly(MMA-co-dMEMUABr) coating. The thermochromic test of
the dual-functional coating proved the ability of blocking the infrared light when
temperature raised to 90 °C. ∆Tsol (5.8 %) and Tlum (36.1 %) values were achieved for
optical performance of the thermochromic property. On the other hand, the antimicrobial
test showed that the dual-functional coating had significant antibacterial activity against
E. coli, with low dMEMUABr amount (3.8 wt% relative to MMA). The coating was
tested based on contact kill principle, without leaching toxic substance to environment.
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This work offers an inspiration of dual-functional coating production for window, screen,
medical imaging usage or other further applications.
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Chapter 4

4

Reactivity Ratio of Methyl Methacrylate and N,Ndimethyl-N-{2-[(2-methylprop-2enoyl)oxy]ethyl}undecane-1-aminium bromide
(dMEMUABr) in thermal and UV initiated polymerization
4.1 Abstract

Reactivity ratios for methyl methacrylate (MMA) and the quaternary ammonium
compound (QAC) N,N-dimethyl-N-{2-[(2-methylprop-2-enoyl)oxy]ethyl}undecane-1aminium bromide (dMEMUABr) were determined for both thermal initiated and UV
initiated copolymerization by using thermal initiatorazobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) and
photo initiator N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) respectively. An in-situ NMR technique
was utilized for analyzing the reactivity ratios in thermal initiated copolymerization at
60 °C with two different solvents, deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO-d6) and
chloroform-d. The mole fraction of MMA ranged from 0.25 to 0.72 in DMSO-d6 solvent
and 0.25 to 0.9 in chloroform-d solvent. On the other hand, the conventional lowconversion technique was used for analyzing the reactivity ratios in UV initiated
copolymerization, with MMA feed compositions ranging from 0.46-0.83 prepared. The
consumption reduction of monomers and composition of the formed copolymer were
monitored and calculated through 1H NMR spectra. The in-situ NMR technique was
found to simplify the process, saving experimental time by not requiring isolation of
copolymer. For thermal initiated copolymerization, the results show the significant effect
of solvent polarity on reactivity ratios. The reactivity ratio of MMA is higher than that of
dMEMUABr in polar solvent DMSO-d6, while the results are opposite in non-polar
solvent chloroform-d. The reactivity ratios were found comparable for both thermal and
UV initiated copolymerization, with the reactivity ratio of MMA lower than that of
dMEMUABr in both cases using chloroform-d solvent. This study offers important
information for designing and developing poly (MMA-co-dMEMUABr) by choosing a
desired feed composition and solvent for specific application
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4.2 Introduction
radical copolymerization is a widely used technology for preparing copolymers with
synergistic properties using various monomers. The monomer sequence of the chain and
compositional heterogeneity greatly influence the ultimate chemical and physical
properties of the copolymer.1, 2 Reactivity ratios provide critical information to predict
and design the sequence distribution of the copolymer.3 They also help to understand the
kinetics and mechanistic perspective of copolymerization.4 The calculation methods for
reactivity ratios are categorized into non-linear least squares (NLLS) method and linear
least squares (LLS) method. Common LLS methods include: Finemann-Ross(F-R),
inverted Finemann-Ross (IFR), Yezrielev-Brokhina-Roskin (Y-B-R), Kelen-Tüdös (K-T)
and the extended Kelen-Tüdös (EKT) method. In 1987, O’Driscoll and Reilly pointed out
the limitations of the LLS method.5 It was found that the LLS equations distort the error
distribution and result in a poor estimate.6, 7 The Mayo-Lewis equation of NLLS method
was shown to be more ac curate and statistically sound, which shows the relationship
between the composition of the feed and the copolymer.(eq 1)8, 9 F1 represents the mole
fraction of monomer 1 in the copolymer, and f1 represents the mole fraction of monomer
1 in the feed before copolymerization. r1 and r2 are the reactivity ratios of each monomer.
When r is calculated higher than 1, this monomer shows a tendency polymerizing with its
own monomer. When r is less than 1, this monomer is easier to polymerize with the other
monomer.10

𝐹1 =

𝑟1 𝑓1 2 +𝑓1 (1−𝑓1 )
(1)
𝑟1 𝑓1 2 +2𝑓1 (1−𝑓1 )+𝑟2 (1−𝑓1 )2

Quaternary ammonium compounds (QACs) are of significant interest nowadays for their
excellent antimicrobial performance, low toxicity, low cost and environmental stability.11,
12

A kind of QAC named N,N-dimethyl-N-{2-[(2-methylprop-2-

enoyl)oxy]ethyl}undecane-1-aminium bromide (dMEMUABr) was successfully
synthesized with an acrylic moiety on one end and a long hydrocarbon tail on the other,
fully described in chapter 3.13 On the other hand, methyl methacrylate (MMA) is a widely
used material with excellent optical properties, light weight and resistance to
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discoloration.14 MMA has been reported for copolymerizing with a variety of monomers,
including N(-1,1-dimethyl-3—oxobutyl)acrylamide (DOBA), diallyl dimethylammonium
chloride (DADMAC) and 2-(diisopropylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DPA). Reactivity
ratios of MMA and DOBA were reported to be 1.52 and 0.43 respectively in thermal
copolymerization, showing that the MMA monomer is more reactive for polymerization
on the copolymer end compared to the DOBA monomer.15 In the copolymerization
system of MMA and DPA, the reactivity ratio was 0.86-1.04 for MMA and 0.91-1.07 for
DPA, showing ideal copolymerization behavior.16 For an ideal copolymerization, the
copolymer composition will be equal to the feed ratio. A relatively high reactivity ratio
for MMA was reported for copolymerization with DADMAC with rMMA=20.49-41.38
and rDADMAC=0.09-0.33.17 These widely varying values show that the reactivity ratios are
sensitive to the other monomer MMA is copolymerized with. Investigation of the
copolymerization of dMEMUABr and MMA copolymerization is important for
developing antimicrobial coatings or processable antimicrobial plastics, with an
investigation of the reactivity ratios helping one to better understand its sequence
distribution and optimize the copolymer composition.
The reactivity ratios of MMA and dMEMUABr under thermal initiated and UV initiated
copolymerization were examined in this work. Although a few investigations on the
reactivity ratios in UV initiated copolymerization have been reported, the comparisons of
these two types of initiation methods are not widely reported.18, 19 Additionally, the effect
of solvent on the reactivity ratios of MMA/dMEMUABr system was also investigated in
this study. DMSO-d6 and chloroform-d solvent were used and compared under thermal
initiated copolymerization. An in-situ NMR technique and conventional low-conversion
approach were applied respectively for determining the reactivity ratios in thermal and
UV initiated copolymerization. In-situ NMR can simultaneously monitor the real-time
concentration of each monomer, so the composition of the formed copolymer can be
calculated.20, 21 Using the conventional low-conversion method, monomers with different
feed ratios are prepared, and the composition of the copolymers are then determined by
the consumption of each monomers generated in 1H NMR spectra, with total mole
conversion limited less than 15 %.22, 23, 10 Both LLS and NLLS methods were compared
for the reactivity ratio calculations.
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4.3 Experimental Section
4.3.1 Materials
Methyl methacrylate (MMA, 99%), photo initiator 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone
(HMP, 97 %), deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO-d6, 99.9 atom % D) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich Canada. Thermal imitator azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) was
purchased from Toronto Research Chemical Inc. N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) was
obtained from Caledon Laboratory Ltd. Chloroform-d was obtained from Cambridge
Isotope Laboratories Inc. The inhibitor (MEHQ, 4-methoxyphenol) of MMA was
removed by distillation method.17 All other chemicals were used as received.

4.3.2 Copolymerization process
Thermal initiated copolymerization
The method for the in-situ NMR measurement of reactivity ratios for thermal initiated
copolymerization was based on our group’s previous work.17 The copolymerization of
MMA and dMEMUABr was carried out at 60 °C. DMF was used as internal reference
for monitoring concentration changes for each component, because of its high boiling
point, stability in high temperature and not reacting with other solvent or monomers. Two
different solvents (DMSO-d6 and chloroform-d) were used for dissolution of all
monomer. In brief, the predetermined amounts of dMEMUABr, MMA, AIBN, DMF and
solvent DMSO-d6/chloroform-d were added to the NMR tube (Table 4.1). The weights of
monomers were also determined by 1H NMR based on the amount of internal reference
DMF. After that, the solution was well sonicated to ensure complete dissolution,
followed by purged with argon gas for 10 min to remove dissolved oxygen before sealed.
The sealed NMR tube was put in NMR spectrometer with temperature set at 60 °C. The
NMR instrument was programmed to collect 1H NMR spectra every 10 min for specified
period. The formed copolymer was also dissolved in solvent, as no sediment was
observed in the mixture after thermal copolymerization (Figure 6.1). Two series of
experiments with different initial molar ratios were carried out using DMSO-d6 solvent,
so that the collected experimental data will cover a wider range of f1-F1 plot, giving more
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accurate estimated reactivity ratios. Extending the copolymerization reaction time also
enhanced data accuracy.
Table 4.1: Reaction condition of in-situ thermal initiated copolymerization of MMA
and dMEMUABr at 60 °C.
molar ratio

MMA

dMEMUABr

AIBN

DMF

Time

MMA/dMEMUABr

(mg)

(mg)

(mg)

(mg)

(h)

DMSO-d6

0.73/0.27

22.88

33.26

1.20

12.28

10

DMSO-d6

0.57/0.43

14.62

41.49

1.14

15.70

10

Chloroform-d

0.25/0.75

2.80

32.65

1.46

10.85

13

solvent

UV initiated copolymerization
For investigation of UV initiated copolymerization, chloroform-d was used as solvent for
comparison and the copolymerization process was carried out at room temperature.
Different feed compositions of MMA and dMEMUABr (0.46/0.54, 0.51/0.49, 0.58/0.42,
0.77/0.23, 0.83/0.17) were prepared and determined by 1H NMR. The total mass of
MMA and dMEMUABr was controlled at 41.7 ± 1.1mg for all parallel experiments. The
mixture was well sonicated in NMR tubes, then purged with argon gas for 10 min before
sealing. The NMR tube was then illuminated by UV light (UVP95012701, 365 nm,
100W, BLAK-RAY, B-100AP Model, U.S.A.) for copolymerization. The distance
between NMR tube and UV light source was 13 cm and the intensity of UV light
received by the mixture was 5471 μW/cm2, tested by UVA/B light meter (SPER
SCIENTIFIC, 850009). The conversion rate was controlled lower than 15 % by adjusting
the UV illumination time.
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4.3.3 Characterizations
The thermal initiated copolymerization process was detected in situ by a Varian INOVA
600 spectrometer at 60 °C. According to the constant mole amount of internal reference
DMF, the continuous change of each monomers can be monitored. The 1H NMR spectra
of monomers mixture before and after UV initiated copolymerization were collected by
Varian INOVA 600 spectrometer at room temperature. All chemical shifts were
referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS; 0.0 ppm). ACD Spectrus Processor was used for
analyzing the 1H NMR spectra.

4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Copolymerization and copolymers
When exposed to heat or UV light, free radicals produced by thermal initiator AIBN or
photo initiator HMP initiate the copolymerization process of MMA and dMEMUABr.
There is one polymerizable C=C double bond for each monomer, which is consumed
during polymerization and forms a long hydrocarbon backbone of poly(MMA-codMEMUABr), as shown in Figure 4.1 .

Figure 4.1: Schematic Diagram of Copolymerization of MMA and dMEMUABr.
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4.4.2 In-situ NMR technique for reactivity ratio determination in
thermal-initiated copolymerization
In-situ 1H NMR analysis for determining reactivity ratios in heterogeneous
copolymerization has been proved to be a reliable and more efficient and simpler method
compared to traditional techniques, which providing accurate information of residue
monomers’ composition for a wide range of copolymerization reaction.24, 17, 25 To
monitor the consumption of each monomer and the initiator during the copolymerization
process, internal reference DMF was added to the system. The characteristic peaks of
DMF in 1H NMR spectra are located at 2.74, 2.89 and 7.96 ppm, which do not overlap
with other characteristic peaks. In addition, DMF is inert, which neither reacts with other
chemicals nor decomposes during heating. The 1H NMR spectra of the copolymerization
mixture before and after 10 h thermal initiated copolymerization in DMSO-d6 solvent
were summarized in Figure 4.2. The characteristic peaks of MMA include 1.89, 3.69,
5.65 and 6.01 ppm. The characteristic peaks of dMEMUABr are located at 0.86, 1.26,
1.92, 3.12, 3.74, 4.54, 5.74 and 6.08 ppm. The peak at 1.67 ppm is assigned to AIBN.
To determine the molar number change of monomers over the reaction time,
characteristic peaks of MMA at 5.65 and 6.01 ppm and characteristic peaks of
dMEMUABr at 5.74 and 6.08 ppm were integrated by referencing to the integration of
DMF characteristic peak. These peaks represent protons in =CH2 group in MMA and
dMEMUABr respectively, which are easily defined and do not overlap with other peaks.
It was found that the integration values of MMA peaks at 5.65 and 6.01 ppm and
dMEMUABr peaks at 5.74 and 6.08 ppm decreased with reaction time, while
characteristic peaks at 0.81, 1.75, 3.57 ppm increased, due to the formation of copolymer.
The peaks at 0.81, 1.75 ppm are assigned to the protons in the formed long hydrocarbon
polymer backbone, and the peak at 3.57 ppm is the proton in functional group -OCH3 in
polymerized MMA. As the molar ratio of each monomer relative to DMF can be
collected from 1H NMR spectra and the mole number of added DMF is known, the mole
number of MMA and dMEMUABr at any time during the entire copolymerization
process can be calculated.
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Figure 4.2: In-situ 1H NMR spectra of the reaction at 60 °C in DMSO-d6 before and
after 600 min copolymerization.
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After the mole number of MMA and dMEMUABr were collected over the entire
copolymerization process, the consumption of each monomer over the reaction time in
DMSO-d6 and chloroform-d solvent was plotted in Figure 4.3 respectively. This shows
that the concentration for both MMA and dMEMUABr continuously decrease with time.
The concentration of MMA decreases faster than dMEMUABr in DMSO-d6 solvent,
while the concentration of dMEMUABr decreased faster in chloroform-d solvent. The
consumption of both monomers was rapid for the first few hours, then gradually became
slow. The experimental data was well fit with the simulated curve, generated by
MATLAB software (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Using the fitted curve, the mole
fraction of MMA in the feed (f1) and total monomers conversion (xn) at any time can be
generated, which was plotted in Figure 4.4. The calculated data provide a good fit with
the simulated curve.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 4.3: Consumption of MMA (black) and dMEMUABr (red) monomer with
reaction time at 60 °C thermal copolymerization in DMSO-d6 solvent with initial
molar ratio (a)MMA:dMEMUABr=0.73:0.27, (b) MMA:dMEMUABr=0.57:0.43 and
(c) in chloroform-d solvent with initial molar ratio MMA:dMEMUABr=0.25:0.75.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.4: Plot of the change of MMA mole fraction in feed f1 with the mole
conversion of monomers Xn at 60 °C thermal copolymerization in DMSO-d6 solvent
with initial molar ratio (a) MMA:dMEMUABr=0.73:0.27, (b)
MMA:dMEMUABr=0.57:0.43, and (b) in chloroform-d solvent with initial molar
ratio MMA:dMEMUABr=0.25:0.75.
Mole fraction of MMA and dMEMUABr in the formed copolymer F1, F2 can be
calculated by either the direct numerical differential method (DND) or numerical solution
differential method (NSD). For the DND method, the mole fraction of MMA in
copolymer F1 is considered as the mole number of MMA consumed in the feed versus the
reduction of total mole number of monomers in a defined short time frame (eq 2). In the
NSD method, F1 is calculated using the mole fraction of MMA in feed f1 and the mole
conversion of monomers xn (eq 3 and eq 4). Similarly, the derivative is calculated as the
difference of the mole fraction versus the difference of mole conversion within 40 min
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reaction. The data of MMA mole fraction in copolymer F1 calculated by these two
methods is plotted and compared in Figure 4.5. The two series of f1 and F1 data with
initial feed ratio 0.73/0.27 and 0.57/0.43 were combined, as they used the same
experimental conditions. After achieving both F1 and f1 experimental data, the reactivity
ratios for MMA and dMEMUABr were calculated using both the NLLS and linear KT
methods. For the NLLS method, typically, the reactivity ratios r1 and r2 were solved to
best fit the F1 and f1 data using equation 1 by MATLAB. Some experimental data points
were deleted at high conversions. Therefore, the distribution of these points at both high
and low conversion region are even, and each point received equal priority for fitting the
Mayo-Lewis equation.
For DND method:

𝐹1,𝑡 =

𝑑𝑚1,𝑡
𝑑𝑚1,𝑡 +𝑑𝑚2,𝑡

=

𝑚1,𝑡+20 −𝑚1,𝑡−20
(𝑚1,𝑡+20 −𝑚1,𝑡−20 )+(𝑚2,𝑡+20 −𝑚2,𝑡−20 )

For NSD method：

𝐹1,𝑡 = 𝑓1,𝑡 − (1 − 𝑋𝑛,𝑡 )
𝐹1,𝑡 = 𝑓1,𝑡 − (1 − 𝑋𝑛,𝑡 )

𝑑𝑓1
𝑑𝑋𝑛

(3)

𝑓1,𝑡+20 −𝑓1,𝑡−20
𝑋𝑛,𝑡+20 −𝑋𝑛,𝑡−20

(4)

(2)
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Figure 4.5: Fitting curve using (a) NSD data and (b) DND data in DMSO-d6 (blue)
and chloroform-d (red) solvent.
The calculated reactivity ratios of MMA and dMEMUABr in DMSO-d6 and chloroformd solvent estimated by non-linear NSD and DND method and linear KT method are
summarized in Table 4.3. It can be seen that both the NLLS and linear KT methods gave
generally similar results. The reactivity ratio of MMA is higher than that of dMEMUABr
in DMSO-d6 solvent, while the results show the opposite in chloroform-d solvent. For
example, rMMA=1.69 rdMEMUABr=0.32 was achieved for DMSO-d6 solvent, while
rMMA=0.46, rdMEMUABr=11.51 was calculated for chloroform-d solvent, both estimated by
the NSD method. The difference is attributed to the solvent polarity as well as the
solvent-monomer interactions. The non-polar solvent chloroform-d (dielectric constant ε
= 4.8) and polar solvent DMSO-d6 (ε = 46.7) have different influence on solvation of
monomers and radicals, which eventually affect the reactivity ratios and copolymer
composition.26, 27 For example, Idowu et al. studied the reactivity ratios of HEMA and
BMA under different solvents and obtained rHEMA=1.18, rBMA=1.11 in the polar solvent
dimethylformamide and rHEMA=57.6, rBMA=5.41 in the non-polar solvent xylene.28 Our
results indicate that chloroform-d may be a better choice for antimicrobial coating
application, as the antimicrobial agent dMEMUABr is easier to be inserted into the
copolymer chain compared to MMA monomer. The generated F1-f1 curve in the plot
(Figure 4.5) using calculated reactivity ratio values by NLLS and KT method well fit the
experimental data, which confirmed the results.
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4.4.3 Low-conversion technique for reactivity ratio determination in
UV initiated copolymerization
In UV initiated copolymerization, the photo initiator HMP was used to produce free
radicals to initiate the copolymerization. To ensure the stability of internal reference
DMF under UV light irradiation, a mixture of DMF and ethanol was checked with 1H
NMR before and after 20 min UV exposure (Figure 6.2). The molar ratio remained
constant, which indicated the inert property of DMF under 20 min UV exposure. MMA
and dMEMUABr monomers were prepared in different molar ratios and the
copolymerization was started by UV light irradiation. The total conversion of monomer
was controlled below 15 % by shortening the UV exposure time. The mixture was
examined by 1H NMR both before and after the copolymerization.
The characteristic peaks of monomer, initiator and chloroform-d solvent in 1H NMR
spectra are compared in Figure 4.6. The characteristic peaks of HMP were located at
1.58, 7.41, 7.51 and 7.99 ppm. Among them, 7.41, 7.51 and 7.99 ppm are assigned to the
protons in the benzene ring. Similarly, the characteristic peaks of MMA at 5.65 and 6.01
ppm and characteristic peaks of dMEMUABr at 5.74 and 6.08 ppm were integrated by
referencing to DMF characteristic peak. After UV illumination, the composition of
copolymer was calculated by the reduction of MMA and dMEMUABr mole number.
Specifically, the mole fraction of MMA in copolymer F1 is the reduction of MMA mole
number versus the total monomers consumed. The mole fraction for each monomer in
feed f1 and copolymer F1 are summarized in Table 4.2.
After the F1-f1 data was collected, the reactivity ratio rMMA=0.73, rdMEMUABr=4.42 were
calculated by the linear regression using the KT method. The linear regression plot is
shown in Figure 6.3, and the calculation parameters for KT plot are provided in Table
6.1in the Appendices. Reactivity ratios determined by the NLLS method was rMMA=0.76,
rdMEMUABr=4.48. The values achieved by the linear KT an d NLLS methods were similar.
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Figure 4.6： 1H NMR spectra of UV initiated copolymerization mixture in
chloroform-d solvent.
Table 4.2：Mole fraction of MMA and dMEMUABr in feed and copolymer in UV
initiated copolymerization using chloroform-d solvent, analyzed by 1H NMR
spectra.

Mole fraction of MMA in feed (f1)

Mole fraction of MMA in copolymer (F1)

0.46

0.20

0.51

0.25

0.58

0.33

0.77

0.63

0.83

0.69
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4.4.4 Comparison of reactivity ratios of MMA and dMEMUABr in
thermal and UV initiated copolymerization
The reactivity ratios achieved for both the thermal initiated and UV initiated free radical
copolymerization are summarized in Table 4.3. The reactivity ratio for MMA is lower
than that of dMEMUABr for the UV initiated copolymerization, which was consistent
with those calculated using the thermal initiated copolymerization when non-polar
chloroform-d solvent was employed. dMEMUABr is even more reactive when inserted to
the propagating end in thermal initiated than in UV initiated copolymerization. When the
solvent changed to polar solvent DMSO-d6, the reactivity ratio of MMA became higher
than that of dMEMUABr. A higher dMEMUABr mole fraction in the feed is required if
more dMEMUABr needs to be incorporated into the copolymer chain. Our comparison
reveals that both thermal and UV initiation methods do not have significant influence on
the sequence structure of the formed copolymer. However, different solvents with various
polarities can affect the reactivity ratios of MMA/dMEMUABr copolymerization system.
Therefore, the choice of solvent needs to be taken into account when designing and
tailoring copolymers.
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Table 4.3: Summary of reactivity ratios of MMA/dMEMUABr system estimated by
NLLS and KT methods in DMSO-d6 and chloroform-d solvent under thermal and
UV initiated copolymerization.

Thermal

Solvent

Method

Data source

rMMA

rdMEMUABr

DMSO-d

NLLS

NSD

1.69±0.14

0.32±0.05

DND

1.73±0.26

0.29±0.09

NSD

1.70

0.32

DND

1.65

0.24

NSD

0.46±0.16

11.51±3.11

DND

0.27±0.14

10.08±3.53

NSD

0.28

8.55

DND

0.06

6.64

NLLS

/

0.76

4.48

K-T

/

0.73

4.42

initiated

K-T

CDCl3-d

NLLS

K-T

UV initiated

CDCl3-d

4.5 Conclusions
Free radical copolymerization of MMA and synthesized QAC dMEMUABr was carried
out by thermal initiator AIBN and UV initiator HMP respectively. The comparison of
reactivity ratios of this system between thermal copolymerization and UV
copolymerization was investigated for the first time. For the thermal copolymerization at
60 °C, in-situ 1H NMR technique was used for monitoring the change of each monomer
during the entire copolymerization time. Reactivity ratios were calculated by both the
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NLLS and linear KT methods, which gave similar results. When using the non-polar
solvent chloroform-d, the reactivity ratio of MMA (rMMA=0.06-0.46) is lower than that of
dMEMUABr (rdMEMUABr=6.64-11.51), which was found consistent for the reactivity
ratios in UV initiated copolymerization (rMMA=0.73-0.76, rdMEMUABr=4.42-4.48),
indicating higher tendency of dMEMUABr units added into the copolymer. However, in
the polar solvent DMSO-d6, the reactivity ratio of MMA (rMMA=1.65-1.73) is higher than
that of dMEMUABr (rdMEMUABr=0.24-0.32). The measured reactivity ratios using
different solvents and different initiation methods offers valuable information for
designing copolymer with specified function.
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Chapter 5

5

Summary and Future Work
5.1 Summary

In this thesis, the synthesis method of antimicrobial/thermochromic dual-functional
coating using dMEMUABr and VO2 nanoparticles was reported and the performance of
the coating was well characterized. The reactivity ratios of MMA and dMEMUABr
monomer were determined under thermal and UV initiated copolymerization using in-situ
NMR and conventional low-conversion technique. Main conclusions are listed as
follows:
1. dMEMUABr and MMA completely copolymerized within 4 min UV curing. It was
found that photo initiator HMP decomposed itself to acetone and benzaldehyde
during the UV exposure, and vacuum heating at 70 °C can remove some of them. The
remaining was difficult to be removed, due to high boiling point or being trapped
within polymer.
2. The dual-functional coating showed 5.8 % solar energy modulation, and high
luminous transmittance (41.1 % and 36.1 % at 90 °C and 25 °C). The antimicrobial
test of the dual-functional coating indicated 90.3 % of E.coli bacteria reduction with
24 h contact. The antimicrobial efficiency decreased by 9.5 % compared to pure poly
dMEMUABr coating, may due to the occupation of the active area by VO2 particles.
The dual-functional coating was proved based on contact kill, without releasing toxic
moieties to the surroundings.
3. When using the same chloroform-d solvent, the reactivity ratio of MMA (rMMA=0.060.46) was found to be lower than that of dMEMUABr (rdMEMUABr=6.64-11.51) in
thermal initiated copolymerization, which was consistent for the reactivity ratios in
UV initiated copolymerization (rMMA=0.73-0.76, rdMEMUABr=4.42-4.48). That
indicated dMEMUABr units are more active to be added into the copolymer. The
different initiation method do not have significant influence on reactivity ratios.
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4. When using the polar solvent DMSO-d6, the reactivity ratio of MMA (rMMA=1.651.73) is higher than that of dMEMUABr (rdMEMUABr=0.24-0.32), which showed the
opposite trend, compared to reactivity ratios obtained using non-polar chloroform-d
solvent. That indicated the significant impact of solvent polarities on reactivity ratios.

5.2 Future Work
To further improve the system, some suggestions on the future work are listed as follows:
1. The transition temperature of VO2 particle is too high to be realistically used for
window coating. Doping with metal ion to decrease the transition temperature near
room temperature can be followed up to make the coating more applicable. Tungsten
is considered as the most efficient elements, which can make transition temperature
drop by 20 K per at. %.
2. Further tests of the dual-functional coating should be considered. Physical and
mechanical testing of the coating need to be carried out, such as ductility test and
adhesion test. These tests can help to better understand the durability of the coating
and its optimization. Antimicrobial test of the coating against other types of
organisms, such as fungus, parasites, can be carried out to further explore the property
of QACs.
3. The reactivity ratios of MMA and dMEMUABr using DMSO-d6 under UV initiated
copolymerization need to be carried out in the future, so that the impact the solvent
polarities on reactivity ratios in this system can be reconfirmed.
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6

Appendices

MATLAB code for collecting Y axis data from the fit curve. interp1 returns interpolated
values of 1-D function at specific query points with linear interpolation.

>> Yout=interp1(X,Y,Xin,'spline')
MATLAB code for solving reactivity ratio with NLLS method, finding most fit r1 and r2
with Mayo-Lewis equation. nlinfit estimates the coefficients for the nonlinear regression
using the model of modelfun. The returned values are estimated using iterative least
squares estimation, with given initial value of [1;1].

>> modelfun = @(k,f1) (k(1).*f1.^2+f1.*(1-f1))./(k(1).*f1.^2+2.*f1.*(1f1)+k(2).*(1-f1).^2);
>> ratio=nlinfit(f1,F1,modelfun,[1;1])
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Figure 6.1：Picture of NMR tube after 10 h thermal copolymerization reaction at
50 °C. No sediment was observed.
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Figure 6.2：1H NMR spectra of mixture of ethanol and DMF before and after 20 min
UV exposure.
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Kelen-Tüdös method for reactivity ratios calculation:
α = (𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 )0.5 ; 𝜂 = (𝑟1 +

𝑟2
𝑟2
)μ −
𝛼
𝛼

Table 6.1: Calculation parameters for KT method under UV initiated
copolymerization

f1

F1

(MMA)

(MMA)

𝑓1 (2𝐹1 − 1)
G=
(1 − 𝑓1 )𝐹1

𝑓1 2 (1 − 𝐹1 )
𝐻=
(1 − 𝑓1 )2 𝐹1

μ=

𝐻
𝛼+𝐻

𝜂=

𝐺
𝛼+𝐻

0.46

0.2

-2.55556

2.902606

0.342367

-0.30143

0.51

0.25

-2.08163

3.249896

0.368246

-0.23587

0.58

0.33

-1.4228

3.871848

0.409837

-0.1506

0.77

0.625

1.33913

6.724764

0.54672

0.108871

0.83

0.69

2.688832

10.70954

0.657633

0.165111

0.46

0.2

-2.55556

2.902606

0.342367

-0.30143

Figure 6.3: KT plots for MMA/dMEMUABr system under UV initiated
copolymerization in chloroform-d solvent.
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